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NLT ONE STEP 
CLOSER BIBLE
$32.50 WHSL

65/8" x 81/2" x 13/8"

Bible version: NLT

Font size: 8 pt

1552 pages

Leatherlike cover & 
permalex endsheets

Foil on front & back cover

Red letter

Packaging: 41/4” x 97/16” x 15/8”

Minimum of 2

F E A T U R E S

• Dimensions: 65/8" x 81/2" x 13/8"

• Leatherlike cover material

• Hand-stitched cover with gold foil

• Permalex endsheets on inside covers

• 1552 pages

• 8 pt. font size

• 3 Ribbon bookmarks

• Red letter

• Double columns text

• 11/4" wide margins with lines: 
space for journaling

   J5875  NLT ONE STEP CLOSER BIBLE 
by Candace Cameron Bure  
(Los Angeles, CA) 
• Bible version: NLT 
• 1552 pages 
• Clamshell packaging 
• ISBN: 9781648701467 

 $32.50 WHSL
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ONE STEP CLOSER BIBLE NLT

“For many years I viewed the Bible as a book I would go to for big answers 
during big life moments. But when I discovered that this Book held the answers 
to everything from how to respond when I disagree with a loved one to how to 
rest even on my busiest days, it completely changed my life. A huge weight was 
lifted off my shoulders because for the first time in my life, I didn’t have to have 
all the answers—God had them for me.” -Candace Cameron Bure

This Bible is presented by Candace Cameron Bure: Candace Cameron 
Bure is an actress, producer, and New York Times bestselling author. 
Beloved by millions worldwide for her roles as D.J. Tanner in the iconic 
family sitcoms Full House and Fuller House, in Hallmark Channel movies, 
as former co-host of The View, and as a Dancing with the Stars season 18 
finalist. Candace is both outspoken and passionate about her family and 
faith. She and her husband, Val, have been married for 25 years. They 
have three grown children and live with their much-loved dog, Boris, in 
the L.A. area.

A   J7569 ONE STEP CLOSER BIBLE 
(CLOTH COVER) 
• 63/8" x 81/2" 
• Bible version: NLT 
• 1552 pages 
• Cloth over board with rounded corners 
• Gold foil 
• Font Size: 8pt 
• ISBN 9781648704390 

 $27.50 WHSL

C   J8025 ONE STEP CLOSER BIBLE 
(PINK WATERCOLOR COVER) 
• 63/8" x 81/2" 
• Bible version: NLT 
• 1552 pages 
• Printed faux leather cover 
   with rounded corner 
• Font Size: 8pt 
• ISBN 9781648706202 

 $32.50 WHSL

B   J8024 ONE STEP CLOSER BIBLE 
(GOLD LEATHERLIKE COVER) 
• 63/8" x 81/2" 
• Bible version: NLT 
• 1552 pages 
• Gold foil and hand-stitching 
• Faux leather cover 
   with rounded corner 
• Font Size: 8pt 
• ISBN 9781648706196 

 $32.50 WHSL

   Minimum of 2

   Minimum of 2

   Minimum of 2

SHIPS :  3/2022
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C L A M S H E L L  PA C K A G I N G

• Introduction/Q&A session with Candace 
Cameron Bure. Candace shares the 
importance of her heart for God’s Word 
in 8 full-color pages that include answers 
to questions that Candace is frequently 
asked about her Christianity.

• HelpFinder Index. This is the heart of the 
One Step Closer Bible. It provides instant 
access to thousands of verses and notes 
on more than 100 key topics that are 
important and relevant for your life today.

• Application Notes. Nearly 500 in-text 
application notes on specific needs help 
you understand how the truths you read 
in God’s Word apply to your personal 
situation.

• Book Introductions. Each introduction 
includes an outline of the book along with 
key verses to help you focus on the needs 
and topics addressed in the book.

• Promises of God. 177 callouts highlight 
Bible promises.

• New Living Translation. The accurate yet 
easy-to-understand text of the New Living 
Translation speaks directly and clearly 
to you, allowing God’s Word to meet you 
right where you are.
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   J7431  SANCTUARY 
IN THE PSALMS: KJV 
• 73/8" x 43/4" 
• Embossed faux leather cover 
• Removable back bellyband 
• Wipe with damp cloth if soiled 
• Embossed cover 
• ISBN: 9781648704178 

 $8.50 WHSL

SANCTUARY IN THE PSALMS
KJV SCRIPTURE

The Book of Psalms 

In Sanctuary in the Psalms, you’ll find a safe place to release all your worries and 
concerns into God’s secure and loving hands.  

Sanctuary in the Psalms features nine color-coded themes including peace, comfort, 
hope, strength, gratitude, rest, joy, grace, and renewal. Are you discouraged? Flip 
through these pages and read all the verses that specifically refer to God’s everlasting 
hope—they are the verses highlighted in blue. Do you feel like you’re unable to keep 
going? Read through the verses about tapping into God’s strength—they are the ones 
highlighted in pink. Whatever you are facing, you’ll easily be able to find just the words 
you need to hear for your circumstance.  

Spending time talking to your Father and reflecting on the Psalms, you’ll experience 
His heart for you like never before. Go ahead, open the pages, and find a place of 
sanctuary—a place of unconditional love and safety in His holy presence.

   Minimum of 3

Sample Inside Spreads

SH IPS :  2/2022
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Sample Inside Spread

B    115442  BIBLE STAND CORRUGATE
Free corrugate with purchase 
of 4 Bibles 

  $52.00 EACH

ILLUSTRATING BIBLES
91/2" x 91/2" x 1"

Bible version: NIV

Font size: 12 pt

168 pages of high quality paper

Faux leather cover

Gold foil and deboss on front and 
back cover

Binding: gold spiral

Patented format

Polybag Packaging

Minimum of 2

Our Bible is designed to take you deeper into the Word than you’ve ever gone before. The 
Illustrating Bible comes in a high-quality, paper-wrapped keepsake box. Pages are 75% 
thicker than normal journaling Bibles to reduce bleed-through and 3" wide margins with 
blank space for journaling and creativity.

Why Bible journaling? Two words…Linger longer. Bible journaling is creative, but it is 
not about the creativity. Bible journaling is artistic, but it is not about the artistry. Bible 
journaling is a devotional style—a Bible study method—an avenue to help you spend more 
time with God in His Word. How many times have you closed your Bible or your daily 
devotional book, and completely forgotten what you read? Too many, right? Well, you are 
not alone! We are busy. We do things so fast, we don’t have time to think, listen, and soak 
it all up. Bible journaling is simply creating a visual expression of what you have read. 
The best part about visual journaling is that you linger longer in the Word as you think 
about what you will paint, draw, sticker, or washi tape…

Lingering longer leads to listening well and learning more about the Lord. And that is 
what it is all about, after all. 

F E A T U R E S

• Spiral bound, so it lies flat
and grows with all your
entries

• The only square Bible,
perfect for social media
sharing

• Pages are 75% thicker than
normal journaling Bibles to
reduce bleed through

• 3¾” wide margins with
blank space for journaling
and creativity

A

B

A   J3481  NIV PINK
ILLUSTRATING BIBLE 
• Bible version: NIV
• 976 pages
• Font size: 8 pt
• Box with clear lid

 $50.00 WHSL 
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Sample Inside Spread

B   J3482  NIV DARK GRAY  
ILLUSTRATING BIBLE 
• Bible version: NIV 
• 976 pages 
• Font size: 8 pt 
• Box with clear lid 

 $50.00 WHSL

A   J1076  CSB GREEN 
ILLUSTRATING BIBLE 
• Bible version: CSB 
• 936 pages 
• Font size: 8 pt 
• Packaging: 113/4" x 133/4" x 2½" 

 $50.00 WHSL

D   J3405  PSALMS AND PROVERBS 
NIV ILLUSTRATING BIBLE 
• 9½" x 9½" x 1" 
• Bible version: NIV 
• 206 pages 
• Font size: 12 pt 
• Polybag packaging 

 $14.50 WHSL

ILLUSTRATING 
BIBLES
9½" x 9½" x 2"

Faux leather cover & 
faux suede liner

Foil on front & back 
cover

Binding: copper spiral

Deboss on front and 
back cover

Single column

Patented format

Minimum of 2

A

C

B

D

C   J6441 NIV ILLUSTRATING BIBLE 
THE GOSPELS 
• Bible version: NIV 
• 168 pages 
• Polybag packaging 

 $14.50 WHSL

BIBLES
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SHIPS  5/2022

   J7565  WHATEVER 
IS TRUE AND LOVELY 
by  Carrie Cristancho  
(Murfreesboro, TN) 
• 7’’ x 9’’ 
• 192 Pages 
• Flexcase paperback 
• Gold Foil 
• Four color interior 

 $10.00 WHSL
   Minimum of 2
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WHATEVER IS TRUE AND LOVELY
Devotional Guide 
by Carrie Cristancho (Murfreesboro, TN) 

Explore a new, fresh, and meaningful way to connect with God’s Word through journaling and 
creative study.

True peace comes when we set our minds on “things above”: on whatever is positive, uplifting, 
encouraging, or strengthening to our hearts, minds, and spirits. By turning our minds to the 
beautiful things of the Lord, we receive freedom from guilt and shame, contentment in life, and 
incredible joy. By providing practical Bible study tips and favorite journaling techniques, author 
Carrie Cristancho shares how to make meaningful connections with God’s Word. Your life will be 
transformed as you dive into Scripture and start seeing the goodness of God at every turn. 

Carrie Cristancho, founder and owner of True and Lovely Co., has a passion for the Word of God. 
Her desire is to share Christ and creatively encourage Bible study and Biblical literacy through Bible 
journaling, Bible teaching, and providing resources. Carrie lives in Tennessee with her husband and 
daughter. She is a graphic designer, worship leader, and artist who loves to collect sneakers, watch 
old sitcoms, and host game nights.

Sample Inside Spreads

BIBLE RESOURCES : CARRIE CRISTANCHO



A devotional guide from 
Candace Cameron Bure

Sample Inside Spreads

UNSTOPPABLE
ONE STEP CLOSER DEVOTIONAL GUIDE

Devotional Guide 
by Candace Cameron Bure (Los Angeles, CA) 

What would you do if you knew you couldn't fail? In 
the One Step Closer Devotional Guide: Unstoppable by 
Candace Cameron Bure, you'll learn how you can take 
on every challenge and overcome every obstacle you 
face because you have the power of the almighty God 
working in you and through you.

During this 30-day journey, you'll discover how to 
thrive—not just survive—and learn how Candace has 
overcome adversity in her life. Interactive journaling 
prompts help you fully embrace the great adventure 
that is God's calling on your life.

   J7425  ONE STEP CLOSER 
DEVOTIONAL GUIDE: UNSTOPPABLE 
by Candace Cameron Bure  
(Los Angeles, CA) 
• 7" x 9" 
• 192 pages 
• Paperback 
• Gold Foil 
• Matte Lam 
• Four color interior 
• ISBN: 9781648704116 

 $10.00 WHSL
   Minimum of 2

SHIPS :  3/2022
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   J6830 REFRESHED 
by Cleere Cherry Reaves 
(Greenville, NC) 
• 9" x 7" 
• 192 pages 
• Paperback 
• Emboss 
• Soft touch 
• Four color interior 
• ISBN: 9781648702990 

 $10.00 WHSL

REFRESHED
MEETING WITH JESUS, BECOMING LOVE IN ACTION

Devotional Guide 
by Cleere Cherry Reaves (Greenville, NC) 

How would your life change if you woke up each morning with 
fresh hope for a new day? It’s so easy to let the everyday tasks of 
life weigh us down. Run on autopilot. Go through the motions, 
telling ourselves we are “getting through” each day. But we 
weren’t designed to just “get by,” we were meant to thrive. 

In Refreshed: Meeting with Jesus, Becoming Love in Action by 
Cleere Cherry Reaves, weary souls can meet with Jesus and 
discover God’s many promises to supply a renewed strength – a 
strength that soars higher than our troubles, a strength that will 
not grow weary, a strength that delivers a fresh perspective for a 
greater impact in the world around them. As readers accept this 
invitation to sit in the peace of His presence for 30 days, they’ll 
not only learn more of Jesus’ love but feel it, being revived by 
precious time with Him.

About the Author: Cleere Cherry Reaves 
is the owner and creator of Cleerely 
Stated, a successful business that 
started with a simple blog and turned 
into a full product line that can be found 
online and in retail stores all over the 
United States. Well-known for her easy-
to-relate, practical writing style, Cleere’s 
mission is to help others see themselves 
and the world around them through the 
eyes of Jesus. Cleere now hosts a growing 
podcast called, Let’s Be Cleere, where 
she hopes people are encouraged by the raw, real love of Jesus. 
She was born and raised in Greenville, North Carolina. She’s a 
proud alumnus of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
and loves to live life to the fullest.

   Minimum of 3
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A devotional guide from  
Candace Cameron Bure

   J6747  WORRIER TO WARRIOR 
by Candace Cameron Bure  
(Los Angeles, CA) 
• 9" x 7" 
• 192 pages 
• Paperback 
• Gold Foil 
• Soft touch 
• Four color interior 
• ISBN: 9781648702853 

 $10.00 WHSL

WORRIER TO WARRIOR
ONE STEP CLOSER DEVOTIONAL GUIDE

Devotional Guide 
by Candace Cameron Bure (Los Angeles, CA) 

What if we could take all our worries head on? Instead of letting them control our 
thoughts and actions, we stare them straight in the eye and declare: “I’m no longer 
afraid—I’m a strong, brave warrior who has an almighty God standing with me!” 

In the One Step Closer Devotional Guide: From Worrier to Warrior by actress and 
bestselling author Candace Cameron Bure, readers discover the life-changing power 
of taking thoughts captive according to God’s Word and God’s ways. 

Throughout Scripture, Jesus speaks directly to the anxious, assuring them again and 
again, “I’ve got you. I know your needs. I see you, every single day.” On this 30-day 
journey, Candace’s first-hand accounts of facing worry in her own life, along with 
biblical reflections, journaling prompts and creative exercises, help restless hearts 
identify and conquer what holds them back. Equipped with this interactive journal, 
any worrier can become a warrior who fights the good fight with confidence!

About the Author: Candace Cameron Bure is an actress, producer, and New York Times 
bestselling author. Beloved by millions worldwide for her roles as D.J. Tanner in the 
iconic family sitcoms Full House and Fuller House, in Hallmark Channel movies, as 
former cohost of The View, and as a Dancing with the Stars season 18 finalist, Candace 
is both outspoken and passionate about her family and faith. She and her husband, 
Val, have been married for 25 years. They have three grown children and live with 
their much-loved dog, Boris, in the L.A. area.

   Minimum of 3

BIBLE RESOURCES : CANDACE CAMERON BURE



RADICAL KINDNESS
JESUS EVERY DAY DEVOTIONAL GUIDE

Devotional Guide 
by Candace Cameron Bure (Los Angeles, CA) 

What if I told you that God wants you to radically demonstrate 
kindness to other people?  
We often underestimate the power of kindness. Kindness isn’t 
just about being a “nice” person. It’s definitely not about passively 
allowing other people to walk all over us. Instead, kindness 
is an attitude of love that powerfully plays out in the way we 
treat ourselves and other people. It’s going out of our way to 
courageously change someone’s life for the better. 

In Radical Kindness by Candace Cameron Bure, you’ll engage with 
the Bible to discover the life-changing power of kindness. The 24 
selections from God’s Word and meaningful questions focus on 
God’s kindness toward us, show us how we can treat ourselves and 
others with kindness, and provide examples of biblical characters 
who exhibited extraordinary kindness in their treatment of others. 

This devotional guide is designed to help you flip the script on 
kindness and take a radical approach to demonstrating care for 
the people in your life.

A Devotional Guide to the Bible 
by New York Times best-selling 
author, Candace Cameron Bure.

   J5981  RADICAL KINDNESS 
by Candace Cameron Bure 
• 10" x 8" 
• 128 pages 
• Flexcase 
• Gold Foil 
• Matte laminate 
• Four color interior 
• Journaling space 
• ISBN: 9781648701535 

 $10.00 WHSL
   Minimum of 3

E AC H  S T U DY  I N C L U D E S
• Scripture passage
• Four Prompts/Questions
• Shareable and inspiring 

content images
• Space to reflect and write
• Thoughts from Candace 

along the way
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JESUS EVERY DAY 
DEVOTIONAL 
GUIDE
$10.00 WHSL

10" x 8"

128 pages

Flexcase cover

Gold foil

Matte laminate

Four color interior

Journaling space

Minimum of 3

What if reading the Bible 
wasn’t overwhelming, but 
life-changing? This easy-to-
read, beautifully designed 
reflection guide series by 
Candace Cameron Bure 
removes the intimidation 
of Bible study and helps 
you reflect on the Bible’s 
life-changing principles.

F E A T U R E S
• Scripture passage

• Four Prompts/Questions

• Shareable and inspiring 
content images

• Space to reflect and 
write

• Thoughts from Candace 
along the way

   J2440 AUTHENTIC LIVING 
by Candace Cameron Bure (Los Angeles, CA) 
• ISBN: 9781644548196 

With 23 sessions including Scripture passages and 
through-provoking prompts, the Authentic Living 
Devotional Guide will encourage you to interact 
with God and your faith in an honest but simple 
way. Best of all, you will understand how to apply 
Biblical principles to your everyday life.

   J2441 UNWAVERING FAITH 
by Candace Cameron Bure (Los Angeles, CA) 
• ISBN: 9781644548202 

 
How does she do it? How does Candace manage 
it all? In the Unwavering Faith Devotional Guide, 
you’ll walk through the Scriptures Candace leans 
on the most--the ones that have helped her 
develop an unwavering faith that withstands the 
trials, temptations, doubts, and fears of life.

   J4262 LOVE OVER ALL 
by Candace Cameron Bure (Los Angeles, CA) 
• ISBN: 9781644549087 

In this devotional guide by Candace Cameron 
Bure, you’ll find 24 selections from God’s Word 
that explain what love really is, tell us why we 
should love others, and provide examples for 
how we should love other people. Each passage 
of Scripture is accompanied by four thought-
provoking questions that encourage you to grow 
in your understanding of the kind of love God 
wants you to have for Him and for other people.

   J3487 BEAUTIFULLY BROKEN 
by Candace Cameron Bure (Los Angeles, CA) 
• ISBN: 9781644548790 

In the Beautifully Broken Devotional Guide, you’ll 
find 24 sessions of Scriptures and self-reflection 
questions that will help you understand how God 
wants to forgive you, heal your brokenness, and 
restore you to a life full of joy. You’re invited to 
open the pages of Beautifully Broken and learn 
what it means to experience the freedom, healing, 
and joy found in forgiveness.
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B   J6692 STUDIO 71 
GRACE & PEACE BIBLE COVER 
JOHN 1:16 

 $10.00 WHSL

A  J7420 MICAH 6:8 
BIBLE COVER 
MICAH 6:8 

 $12.50 WHSL

F   J6693 CROSS BIBLE COVER 

 $10.00 WHSL

C   J7419 STUDIO 71 
LOVE BIBLE COVER 

 $10.00 WHSL

BIBLE COVERS
101/4" x 71/4" x 2"

Outside: Polyester canvas

Inside: Polyester lining

Screenprint

Zipper closure

6 satin ribbon bookmarks

Interior pockets

Elastic pen loops

Wipe with damp cloth

Polybag packaging

Minimum of 2

SH IPS :  2/2022
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E   J7418 CROSS BIBLE 
COVER-NAVY 

 $10.00 WHSL

D   J7417 CROSS BIBLE 
COVER-BROWN 

 $12.50 WHSL

NEW NEW

BIBLE ACCESSORIES : BIBLE COVERS
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B   J6871 CROSS 
ORGANIZATIONAL BAG - BROWN 
• Outside: faux leather  
• Gold foil screenprint, woven label 
EPHESIANS 5:2 

 $20.00 WHSL

A   J6872 STUDIO 71 
BE STILL ORGANIZATIONAL BAG 
• Outside: matte oilcloth  
• Screenprint 

 $20.00 WHSL

ORGANIZATIONAL 
BAGS
10" x 12" x 4" 

Inside: Polyester lining

Faux leather handles

2 side zippers

Interior pockets

2 organization pouches

Wipe with damp cloth

Polybag packaging

Minimum of 2

SH IPS :  2/2022

A

B

BIBLE ACCESSORIES : ORGANIZATIONAL BAGS
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BIBLE TABS
$4.00 WHSL

Packaged size 12” x 6”

66 cardstock stickers

Bible tabs - Genesis 
through Revelation

Acid & lignon free

Clear bag packaged

Minimum of 3

B   J6336 CANDACE CAMERON BURE  
BIBLE TABS  

 

A   J7174 HOPE & ENCOURAGEMENT  
BIBLE TABS  

 

C   J6338 TRADITIONAL 
BIBLE TABS  

 

D   J2678 GLOBAL FOLK 
BIBLE TABS  

E   J2679 DITZY FLORALS 
BIBLE TABS  

 

A

B

D

C

E

BIBLE ACCESSORIES : BIBLE TABS
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Side 1 Side 3Side 2

BOOKS AND DAYBRIGHTENERS (DB) 
SPINNER KIT - PRODUCT ONLY
$785.24 COST ($1,745.08 SRP)
3 100 Days of Hope and Encouragement J6785
3 Prayers to Share: Hope and Encouragement J6928
3 Radiate J6788
3 Blessed Assurance J4967
3 Sweet Tea for the Soul: Grieving Hearts J6786
3 Sarah Young Jesus Calling DB 75621
3 Prayers & Blessings Large Print DB 34832
3 Thomas Kinkade DB 23460
3 Holley Gerth You're Already Amazing DB 80295
3 Tony Evans God's God It DB 20210
3 Promises & Blessings DB 16766
3 Walk By Faith DB 75618
3 Peanuts® DB 75668
3 One Minute With God DB J1391
3 God in Every Moment DB 80299
3 Jesus Every Day: Unwavering Faith J2441
3 Be Still 89895
3 Prayers to Share: Tough Times 89900
3 Focus J2438
3 Holly Gerth What's True About You 89886
3 100 Days of Bible Promises 71925
3 Bible Promises for the Enneagram J3111
3 A Prayer a Day: For Hope & Encouragement 91627
3 You Are God's Masterpiece 89904
3 Prayers to Share: Marriage 89903
3 Let Go 94333
3 Sweet Tea for the Soul 71932
3 Biscuits, Butter, and Blessings 10972
3 100 Days of Believing Bigger J2432
3 God's Truth for Troubled Times J2435
3 Made to Shine J2098
3 Paws for Reflection: Dog Moms J2433
3 Prayers to Share: Bible Promises 89880
3 Say Grace: 50 Life Lessons from Mama J2431
3 Sunshine for the Soul J1597
3 Sweet Tea for the Soul DB 90855
3 Holley Gerth Promises from God DB 90856
3 A Moment to Breathe DB 90857
3 Promises from God's Heart DB 90858
3 Cheering You On J2095
3 Be Still and Know Journal 94332
3 Devotional Doodle Journal 94331
3 Faithful Daughter J1595 
3 Together Time J3102
3 Prayers to Share: Joy 70130
3 Holley Gerth Prayers to Share: God's Heart 89881

(Spinner sold separately)

 

PRAYERS TO SHARE SPINNER KIT 
$215.76 COST ($479.52 SRP) 
4 100 Pass-Along Notes Joy 70130
4 100 Pass-Along Notes Peace J2102
4 100 Pass-Along Notes Celebrate Friendships J7049
4 100 Pass-Along Notes to Share the Love J4263
4 100 Pass-Along Notes Calm in the Chaos J7048
4 100 Pass-Along Notes Kids 89899
4 100 Pass-Along Notes Marriage 89903
4 100 Pass-Along Notes Grace J4644
4 100 Pass-Along Notes Moms J3113
4 100 Pass-Along Notes Healing J3104
4 100 Pass-Along Notes for Believing Bigger J6927
4  100 Pass-Along Notes for Hope 

& Encouragement J6928

MERCHANDISING (INCLUDED):
1 Inspirational Book Spinner 115826 
 13⅛" x 13⅛" x 28"

 

115826 COUNTER TOP  
INSPIRATIONAL BOOK SPINNER 
• 13⅛" x 13⅛" x 28" 
• White wire/hammered copper boards 
• Each tier holds 4 designs 
• Side load in 
• Features Prayers to Share, Gift Books, or  
 Devotional Books on 3 tiers 
• A signed 3-year merchandising agreement must  
 accompany order to receive free display

BOOK COUNTER TOP SPINNER KIT 
$217.23 COST ($482.76 SRP)
3 Biscuits, Butter, and Blessings 10972
3 Radiate J6788
3 Brighter Days Ahead J6790
3 Be Still 89895
3 Blessed Assurance J4967
3 You Are God's Masterpiece 89904
3 Let Go 94333
3 Faithful Daughter J1595
3 Cheering You On J2095
3 Made to Shine J2098
3 One Day at a Time, Sweet Jesus J2099 
3 Sweet Tea for the Soul 71932

MERCHANDISING (INCLUDED):
1 Inspirational Book Spinner 115826 
 13⅛" x 13⅛" x 28"

 
SHIPS: NOW

SHIPS: NOW

SHIPS: NOW

Inspirational Spinner:  
Overall dimensions:  Height of 75" 
with header. 27" spinning radius.

Constructed of laminated wood, 
powdercoated shelves, and smoked 
acrylic side panels   
 
*A 3-year signed merchandising 
agreement must accompany order 
to receive free fixture.

INSPIRATIONAL SPINNER KIT 
$468.00 COST 
Includes spinner, header, internal and  
external wires.

 
SHIPS: NOW

The Book and DayBrightener Inspirational Spinner has 4 sides of 
available space to fill with our best-selling books, journals, and 
daybrighteners. Use the images of the display as a guide for placement 
of products. See your sales rep or call customer service for details.
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INSPIRATIONAL CHRISTMAS MEMORY BOOK 
presented by Candace Cameron Bure

Interactive Book
 
The perfect Christmas keepsake, Candace Cameron Bure brings you a 
journaling experience with space to document 5 years of Christmases 
in one book. 

Filled with space to reflect on Christmas memories and traditions, 
a spot for recipes, a pocket to insert cards, and more, this 5-year 
Inspirational Christmas Memory Book captures the treasured moments 
of the holidays. Jot down highlights and events, the most meaningful 
songs, books, and movies as well as old traditions celebrated and 
new traditions created. Record gifts, acts of kindness, expressions of 
gratitude, and include your family Christmas cards or newsletters. This 
will become an heirloom your family revisits year after year.

Candace Cameron Bure is an actress, producer, and New York Times 
bestselling author. She is beloved by millions worldwide for her role 
as D. J. Tanner in the iconic family sitcoms Full House and Fuller House, 
her Hallmark Channel movies, as former cohost of The View, and as a 
Dancing with the Stars season 18 finalist. Candace is both outspoken 
and passionate about her family and faith. She and her husband, Val, 
have been married for 25 years. They have 3 grown children and live 
with their much-loved dog, Boris, in the LA area. 

        J8531 INSPIRATIONAL CHRISTMAS MEMORY 
BOOK: A KEEPSAKE BOOK OF FAMILY MEMORIES 
by Candace Cameron Bure (Los Angeles, CA) 
• 144 pages, Four color interior 
• 9” x 71/2” Linen Hardcover 
• Gold Foil 
• Pocket 
• ISBN: 9781648707988 

 $15.00 WHSL
   Minimum of 2

SHIPS: 5/2022
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Sample Inside Spreads

100 DAYS OF LIVING DEEPLY ROOTED

A Devotional Journal
by Sopha Rush (Dallas, TX)

 
Discover how to live deeply rooted in God’s love in 100 days.

This book offers a safe place for readers to be transparent, honest, and vulnerable, a 
place to examine their highs and lows, the struggles, the victories in their lives with 
inspiration and motivation from the Bible. Each of the 100 short devotions include 
a Bible verse, prayer, and real-life encouragement from Sopha Rush, founder of Live 
Deeply Rooted.

About the Author: Sopha Rush is a Jesus lover, wife, mama, and the founder of Live 
Deeply Rooted. She says there is nothing like like-minded women joining together 
and doing life with one another. On her blog, she shares her experience of marriage, 
motherhood, mindset, and ministry, keeping it real because “we’re all imperfect 
beings! We learn and we grow through everything. The good and the bad.”

J8532 100 DAYS OF LIVING 
DEEPLY ROOTED by 
Sopha Rush (Dallas, TX) 
• 208 pages
• Soft touch
• Flexcase cover
• Spot UV
• Rounded corners
• Four color interior
• 8.5’’ x 6’’ 
• ISBN: 9781648707995 

 $9.50 WHSL
   Minimum of 2

SHIPS: 7/2022
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Sample Inside Spreads

WORTHY
50 MINDFUL MOMENTS TO BRING CLARITY AND PEACE TO YOUR DAY

Devotional
by Brittney Moses (Los Angeles, CA)

A digital detoxer with a fresh, back-to-basics spin that encourages mindfulness and wellness.

Many of us are struggling at the intersection of our faith and our mind. We are bio-psycho-spiritual beings—
body, mind, and soul. It all works together. If one is off the others are off. These 50 devotions meet you at that 
intersection, helping you to mind the moments so your body, mind, soul balance stays in line. The resulting 
clarity and peace will overwhelm the doubt and insecurity that builds up from when we compare ourselves 
to others or hide our true selves. Through simplistic design, and short, yet impactful, messages of peace and 
clarity, along with inspirational quotes and research-developed mental health trackers, readers will be able to 
declutter their minds and focus on their personal wellness on a daily basis. Whether you need a total digital 
detox or just a little more balance, Brittney Moses has gathered the information and inspiration to help you 
achieve your goals.

About the Author: Brittney Moses is a writer, speaker, advocate and psychology graduate of UCLA encouraging the integration of faith, holistic 
mental health, and wellness. From serving in churches over the past decade, formerly founding an international youth non-profit ministry and 
as a NAMI-certified support group facilitator, Brittney aspires to encourage those who are quietly wrestling in the shadows by bringing mental 
health issues into the light and making them accessible and relatable aspects of the national conversation. When she’s not writing posts for 
her popular blog BrittneyMoses.com or hosting her Faith & Mental Wellness Podcast, Brittney can often be found hitting the California beaches 
and spending precious time with her son Austin and fiancé Jason.

        J8529 WORTHY: 50 MINDFUL 
MOMENTS TO BRING CLARITY AND 
PEACE TO YOUR DAY 
by Brittney Moses (Los Angeles, CA) 
• 160 pages 
• Hardcover 
• Spot UV 
• Four color interior 
• 7’’ x 5’’ 
• ISBN: 9781648707964 

 $6.50 WHSL
   Minimum of 3

SHIPS: 7/2022
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Sample Inside Spreads

YOU ARE...
REALIZING WHO YOU ARE BECAUSE OF WHO GOD IS

Inspirational Guide
by Emma Mae McDaniel (Lynchburg, VA)

An interactive inspirational guide to embrace 
your real identity as a child of God.

God is the only One who gets to identify who we 
are. Emma Mae breaks down thirty labels that 
women of God struggle with—either because we 
think we deserve the “bad” labels or don’t know 
how to embrace the “good” ones. This book helps 
you understand that God knows who you are: You 
are talented and inspiring and brave; you possess 
both confidence and tenderness; you are protected 
and gentle and amazing. Interactive elements 
guide readers to embrace their value and place as 
a woman of God.

Emma Mae McDaniel (formerly Jenkins) is a lover 
of Jesus and people, author, speaker, and student. 
She attends Liberty University in Lynchburg, 
Virginia, and majors in Women’s Christian 
Leadership. She recently wrote All-Caps YOU 
and Be Loved. Out of an overflow of God’s love, 
Emma travels throughout the country speaking 
at conferences and retreats to be a messenger 
of God’s Word. The Lord has blessed Emma with 
platforms of influence to glorify Him through 
social media, YouTube, and her podcast called 
“Have You Heard?” Walking in obedience to these 
opportunities, she is able to invest in the lives of 
thousands worldwide.

        J8528 YOU ARE...  REALIZING WHO 
YOU ARE BECAUSE OF WHO GOD IS 
by Emma Mae McDaniel (Lynchburg, VA) 
• 128 pages 
• Thick Paperback 
• Four color interior 
• 9’’ x 7’’ 
• ISBN: 9781648707957 

 $10.00 WHSL
   Miimum of 2

SHIPS: 5/2022
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BLUE SKIES
HOW TO LIVE IN EXTRAORDINARY EXPECTATION 
OF WHAT’S AROUND THE CORNER
by James Barnett (Siloam Springs, AR)

Even on the cloudiest days, there are always blue skies and 
sunshine to be found. You just need to know where to look. 

What if no matter what life threw at you, you had the ability to 
see it all through a lens of hope, optimism, and trust in God? 
What if you could also inspire your friends and family to live 
this way?

In Blue Skies, James Barnett reveals his secret to move you from 
living in worry and fear to a life full of excited anticipation of 
what God is up to next. Filled with stories from his own life 
and family travels through America’s National Parks, James 
illustrates 21 truths you can immediately apply to your own 
life and share with others. 

In this book, you will:

•  learn that God is always at work and desires to reveal Himself 
to us if we pay attention and make time to “look again”

•  explore how being inspired by the ordinary can lead to 
extraordinary joy in the middle of “the meantime”

•  discover a simple mindset shift that can turn frustration 
into focus and obstacles into optimism, regardless of your 
circumstances

Let this book be your travel guide to new places of faith, hope, 
and wonder as you learn to “look again” to bring real meaning 
and excitement to the next adventure God has planned for you.

.

Sample Inside Spreads

J6787 BLUE SKIES: HOW TO LIVE IN EXTRAORDINARY 
EXPECTATION OF WHAT’S AROUND THE CORNER 
by James Barnett 
• 208 pages 
• Soft touch 
• Casebound  
• Spot UV 
• Gold foil 
• Four color interior 
• 8 1/2’’ x 5 1/2’’ 
• ISBN: 9781648702891 

 $10.00 WHSL
   Minimum of 2

SHIPS: 2/2022

James Barnett is president of 
DaySpring, the world’s largest 
Christian social expression 
company and a subsidiary 
of Hallmark. Under Barnett’s 
leadership, DaySpring has 
grown significantly, now 
annually distributing more 
than 200 million products in 
the United States and over 
sixty countries. His passion 
ignites others to experience 
and express the life-changing 
message of God’s love.
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GOD OF ALL COMFORT
40 DAYS TO A CALMER SPIRIT

Devotional

Soothing to the soul, this book helps settle anxious 
hearts by focusing on God’s protection and care.

God of All Comfort: 40 Days to a Calmer Spirit brings peace 
to the anxious and uneasy. This interactive devotional 
emphasizes God’s love and never-ending care for us. For 
40 days, you’ll be invited to read inspirational quotes 
and devotions, reflect on what God is speaking to your 
heart through interactive prompts, as well as explore 
ways to respond to God’s love for you by taking real-life 
action steps that will make a difference in your world 
and in the lives around you.

A   J8534 GOD OF ALL COMFORT:
40 DAYS TO A CALMER SPIRIT 
• 176 pages
• Hardcover
• Spot UV
• Four color interior
• 7 1/2’’ x 7 1/2’’ 
• ISBN: 9781648708015

$7.00 WHSL
   Minimum of 2
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B   J8537 55 DEVOTIONS INSPIRED BY FEARLESS
CHRISTIAN WOMEN IN HISTORY 
• 208 pages
• Soft touch
• Hardcover
• Spot UV
• Four color interior
• 8’’ x 6’’
• ISBN: 9781648708046

$7.00 WHSL
   Minimum of 3

55 DEVOTIONS INSPIRED BY FEARLESS 
CHRISTIAN WOMEN IN HISTORY

Devotional

Find courage, inspiration, and strength through the 
lives of 55 of the most fearless women in history.

Centered around 55 fearless Christian women from 
a variety of backgrounds, eras, and ethnicities, this 
book will empower women to courageously live out 
the calling God has placed on their lives. Women like 
Franny Crosby, Harriet Tubman, Mother Teresa, and 
Susan B. Anthony have inspired generations upon 
generations to stand firmly rooted in God as they 
accomplished what some might call the impossible. In 
this book, their wise words are the focus for uplifting 
and encouraging devotions for women of all ages.
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60 PROMISES TO PRAY 
OVER YOUR CHILDREN

Devotional

Release your worries to God through 60 prayers to pray 
over your children.

It’s hard to be a parent in today’s ever-changing world. 
There are so many obstacles, heartbreaking moments, 
and hard lessons that children go through in this 
world—and sometimes it seems there is nothing 
parents can do to help – or is there? In 60 Promises to 
Pray Over Your Children, parents will be reminded that 
they serve a God who is in control and His promises 
are eternal and unchanging no matter how confusing 
situations may get. With 60 prayers that address topics 
that are vitally important to parents and their children, 
along with timeless promises from God’s Word, this 
book will help guide parents to the heart of Jesus—
the One who loves their kids unconditionally—and 
to a more peaceful, content existence, knowing that 
prayer is a powerful tool—one that can actually make a 
difference in the lives of their children.

B   J8536 60 PROMISES TO PRAY OVER YOUR CHILDREN 
• 192 pages 
• Hardcover 
• Spot UV 
• Gold Foil 
• Four color interior 
• 7’’ x 5’’ 
• ISBN: 9781648708039 

 $6.50 WHSL
   Minimum of 3

RETIREMENT ROCKS!
50 DEVOTIONS FOR ALL THAT FREE TIME

Devotional

Celebrate retirement by re-imaging life as you know it!

Whether you enjoy a long sit in a rocking chair, go 
rock climbing, or attend rock concerts, retirement 
rocks! Divided into 12 categories, these 50 devotions 
encourage retirees to re-engage with their dreams, 
goals, and relationships. With fun and witty “how-to 
retire well” lists interspersed throughout, new and 
not-so-new retirees will use this fun devotional to 
explore all the opportunities this season of adventure 
has to offer. God has great plans ahead—plans to fill 
you with joy, excitement, and anticipation of what the 
future holds.

A   J8535 RETIREMENT ROCKS!: 50 DEVOTIONS 
FOR ALL THAT FREE TIME 
• 176 pages 
• Hardcover 
• Spot UV 
• Four color interior 
• 6 ¾’’ x 4 ⅜’’ 
• ISBN: 9781648708022 

 $6.50 WHSL
   Minimum of 3
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Sample Inside Spreads

100 DAYS OF PRAISE & POSITIVITY

A Devotional Journal
by Maghon Taylor (Elon, NC)
 
Feeling as if it’s impossible to be happy in your current circumstances? Whatever your 
unique story, you’ll find hope and a reason to smile in this book.

Author Maghon Taylor spreads joy and positivity through words of encouragement that 
will lift your spirits and challenge your perspectives. Catered to the busy, each day’s 
meditation is intentionally brief and designed to soothe anxious hearts with a peace 
that passes all understanding.

A must-buy, this book will feel not like one more item on the to-do list but like a treat for 
the soul. Each devotion includes a short message from Maghon, a Bible verse, and a fun 
hand lettering exercise as well as space to journal. Buy this book and be filled.

About the Author: Maghon Taylor (founder of allshewrotenotes.com) has taught thousands 
how to make their handwriting happier through online classes and penmanship parties. A 
self-proclaimed “sweet Carolina girl,” Maghon’s life motto is “Work Hard, Stay Sweet, Trust 
God, and Love Deep.” She’s married to her middle school sweetheart, Chris, and the two of 
them welcomed their sweet baby boy, Vance, in January 2017.

        J7105 100 DAYS OF PRAISE & 
POSITIVITY: A DEVOTIONAL 
JOURNAL by Maghon Taylor (Elon, NC) 
• 8" x 61/2" 
• 208 pages 
• Soft touch 
• Flexcase cover 
• Spot UV 
• Rounded corners 
• Four color interior 
• ISBN: 9781648703317 

 $8.50 WHSL

SHIPS: 1/2022

   Minimum of 3
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   89898 HAPPY HAND LETTERING
by Maghon Taylor (Elon, NC) 
• Creative how-to
• ISBN: 9781684086269

$10.00 WHSL

A colorful, fun, and inspirational guide, 
Happy Hand Lettering offers a simple 
three-step process for turning your 
handwriting into hand lettering.

   Minimum of 2

   J3109  BETTY CONFETTI
by Maghon Taylor (Elon, NC) 
• 28 pages
• ISBN: 9781644548462

 $7.50 WHSL

An upbeat, fun-to-read children’s 
story about how God creates 
beauty from our mistakes.

   Minimum of 2

Maghon Taylor (founder of allshewrotenotes.com) 
has taught thousands how to make their handwriting 
happier through online classes and penmanship parties.

BETTY CONFETTI PLUSH DOLL
by Maghon Taylor (Elon, NC)

Betty Confetti teaches children (and their adults!) the 
important lesson that God creates beauty from our mistakes. 
She breaks the myth of perfection and instills in children the 
foundational truth that even when we mess up, God is still 
working in our lives, and our stories aren’t over because:

God walks our journeys with us, He knows us the very best, 
even when we make mistakes, He doesn’t love us any less. So 
next time you mess up in life, don’t run and hide your face. 
Turn your mess into confetti, friend, give yourself some grace.

   J6436 BETTY CONFETTI
PLUSH DOLL  
• 6”W x 171/2”H
• Suitable for Ages 3+
• Outer material: 100% Polyester

Stuffing: 100% Polyester Fiber,
Plastic pellets

• Spot clean, Wipe with damp cloth

$11.00 WHSL
   Minimum of 2

SHIPS: NOW
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C   J7101 YOU MAKE A DIFFERENCE: 
50 DEVOS FOR TEACHERS 
• 61/2" x 4" 
• 120 pages 
• Casebound 
• Gold foil 
• Four color interior 
• ISBN: 9781648703270 

 $5.00 WHSL
   Minimum of 3

YOU MAKE A DIFFERENCE
50 DEVOS FOR TEACHERS

Devotional

A perfect gift for any teacher, this book will encourage 
educators as they work to accomplish one of the hardest, 
most meaningful jobs that exists. Great teachers spend 
endless hours helping students achieve both academically, 
emotionally, and socially. Their reward? Seeing faces light 
up with comprehension for the first time, a few graduation 
invitations, and the knowledge that they made a positive 
difference in the life of a child.

Through uplifting devotions, Scriptures, and prayers, 
teachers will be reminded of God’s love and care for them. 
They are never alone—they are making a difference, 
students will remember them for years to come, and most 
importantly, this world’s future is better because they are 
investing in it.

D   J7104 THE MOUNTAINS ARE CALLING: 
90 DEVOTIONS FOR PEACE & SOLITUDE 
• 5" x 7" 
• 208 pages 
• Soft touch 
• Casebound 
• Gold foil 
• Deboss 
• Four color interior 
• ISBN: 9781648703300 

 $6.50 WHSL
   Minimum of 3

THE MOUNTAINS ARE CALLING
90 DEVOTIONS FOR PEACE & SOLITUDE

Devotional

Getting out in nature, where we can view God’s handiwork 
and take a break from our busy lives, can be just what 
we need to revive our souls and renew our mental and 
emotional strength.

Whether you live out in the country or in a high-rise 
apartment in the heart of a city, The Mountains Are Calling: 
90 Devotions for Peace & Solitude can transport you to a place 
of soul-nourishing quiet reflection. Buy this book and 
allow the devotions to bring you along on hikes and trips 
to the mountaintop to get away from it all and, for just a 
moment, to breathe the life-giving breath God desires to 
fill you with.
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ADULTING AIN’T EASY
DEVOTIONS FOR 20-SOMETHINGS

Devotional

A perfect graduation gift, Adulting Ain’t Easy offers tips, 
tricks, how-to lists, fun stories, and sound wisdom to 
those entering this new life stage.

Adulting Ain’t Easy serves up lighthearted wisdom, 
addressing real-life topics such as rejection, trusting 
God’s plan, loneliness, how to handle change, and so 
many more that come with living as a 20-something. 
This book will help those entering adulthood to use 
their newfound freedom to become the best versions 
of themselves.

B   J7100 ADULTING AIN'T EASY 
DEVOTIONS FOR 20-SOMETHINGS 
• 6¾" x 4⅜" 
• 176 pages 
• Casebound 
• Iridescent foil 
• Spot UV 
• Rounded corners 
• Four color interior 
• ISBN: 9781648703263 

 $6.50 WHSL
   Minimum of 3

PROMISES FROM GOD'S HEART
COMFORTING TRUTH FOR YOUR EVERY NEED

Bible Promise Book

Promises from God’s Heart identifies difficult emotions 
each of us experiences—anger, frustration, grief, and 
anxiety—and compiles reassuring Bible verse promises 
that meet each emotion head-on. Feeling depressed? 
“He heals the brokenhearted and binds up their wounds” 
(PSALM 147:3 NIV). Feeling lonely? God promises us His 
friendship: “Friendship with God is reserved for those who 
reverence Him. With them alone He shares the secrets of 
His promises” (PSALM 25:14 TLB).

Promises from God’s Heart also highlights promises to those 
who are faithful, who are generous, and who are simply 
seeking guidance. Open up this book and be filled to the 
measure of God’s grace as you drink in the promises God 
has spoken to fill your soul.

A   J7098 PROMISES FROM GOD'S HEART 
COMFORTING TRUTH FOR YOUR EVERY NEED 
• 6¾” x 411/16” 
• 192 pages 
• Leatherette 
• Gold foil 
• Rounded corners 
• Four color interior 
• ISBN: 9781648703249 

 $6.50 WHSL
   Minimum of 3
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WALKING THE LINE
90 DEVOTIONS INSPIRED BY THE LIFE OF JOHNNY CASH
DaySpring with the Johnny Cash Foundation

Devotional

A book about God’s redeeming love through the eyes of country music legend Johnny Cash.

Born to a poor Arkansas farming community in depression-era America, Johnny Cash was 
raised with a strong sense of empathy for the downtrodden. He lived an up-and-down life, 
continually walking the line between human missteps and spiritual triumphs. His words 
and lyrics reflected that. With Cash’s quotes, Bible verses, and a daily prayer, these devotions 
keep true to his ever-hopeful enthusiasm.

Johnny Cash is one of the most important, influential, and respected artists in the history 
of recorded music. From his monumental live prison albums to his extraordinary series of 
commentaries on the American spirit and the human condition, to a mesmerizing canon 
of gospel recordings, to his remarkable and unprecedented late-life artistic triumphs of will 
and wisdom, his impact on our culture is profound and continuing.

Sample Inside Spreads

J7099 WALKING THE LINE: 90 DEVOTIONS 
INSPIRED BY THE LIFE OF JOHNNY CASH 
by DaySpring with the Johnny Cash Foundation 
• 208 pages 
• Hardcover 
• Four color interior 
• 8’’ x 6’’ 
• ISBN: 9781648703256 

 $7.50 WHSL
   Minimum of 3

SHIPS: 7/2022
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RADIATE
90 DEVOTIONS TO REFLECT THE HEART OF JESUS

Devotional 
by Cleere Cherry Reaves (Greenville, NC) 

On our best days, we feel God’s love in a huge way. We shine 
brighter, laugh harder, live without worry or fear of the future—
and we passionately love others without judgment. Because 
when God’s love floods our lives, we have no choice but to let 
it radiate throughout the day. But how about on the hard days, 
when we aren’t feeling it? How are we supposed to reflect God’s 
heart when we feel stuck in the seemingly never-ending dullness 
of the day-to-day?  

In this life-changing book, Cleere Cherry Reaves reveals how to 
stay in God’s presence and radiate joy through every day and 
every circumstance. Offering fresh perspective on topics such as 
childlike faith, vulnerability, the refining process, laying down 
worries and fears, and the value of hospitality, Radiate shares 
the many ways that God’s Word unlocks the door to a life filled 
with peace, trust, love, and light. With its uplifting message, the 

downcast and the discouraged can live lighter in the present, 
fully trusting the One they belong to as His joy and love shine 
through them once more.

About the Author: Cleere Cherry Reaves 
is the owner and creator of Cleerely 
Stated, a successful business that 
started with a simple blog and turned 
into a full product line that can be found 
online and in retail stores all over the 
United States. Well-known for her easy-
to-relate, practical writing style, Cleere’s 
mission is to help others see themselves 
and the world around them through the 
eyes of Jesus. Cleere now hosts a growing 
podcast called, Let’s Be Cleere, where 
she hopes people are encouraged by the raw, real love of Jesus. 
She was born and raised in Greenville, North Carolina. She’s a 
proud alumnus of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
and loves to live life to the fullest.

   J6788 RADIATE 
by Cleere Cherry Reaves 
(Greenville, NC) 
• 7" x 5" 
• 208 pages 
• Casebound 
• Gold Foil 
• Spot UV 
• Soft touch 
• Four color interior 
• ISBN: 9781648702907 

 $6.50 WHSL
   Minimum of 3
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PRAYERS TO SHARE: 100 PASS-ALONG 
NOTES FOR PEACE & REST

by Max Lucado

Max Lucado’s Prayers to Share: 100 Pass-Along 
Notes for Peace & Rest gives you 100 opportunities 
to let your friends and loved ones know you are 
lifting them up to God and asking Him to fill 
their lives with peace, rest, hope, and serenity.

These tear-out, shareable notes include a 
quick prayer, encouraging Scripture, and an 
inspirational quote from Max Lucado, along with 
space on the back to write a personal message.

About the Author: Max Lucado is a pastor, 
speaker, and best-selling author who, in his own 
words, “writes books for people who don’t read 
books.” He serves the people of Oak Hills Church 
in San Antonio, Texas. Max’s books have sold 
more than 120 million copies in 54 languages 
worldwide. They regularly appear on bestseller 
lists, including The New York Times. His writing 
has also been featured in Bible studies, Bible 
commentaries, songs, greeting cards, and even 
plush toys.      J7487 PRAYERS TO SHARE: 

100 PASS-ALONG NOTES 
FOR PEACE & REST 
• 65/8” x 47/16” 
• 100 tear out notes 
• Rounded corners 
• Spot UV 
• Four color interior 
• ISBN: 9781648704277 

 $5.00 WHSL
   Minimum of 3

SHIPS: 2/2022
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PRAYERS TO SHARE: 100 PASS-ALONG NOTES 
TO CELEBRATE FRIENDSHIPS
 
Prayers to Share: 100 Pass-Along Notes to Celebrate Friendships 
gives you 100 opportunities to let your friends know that 
you are truly in their corner, cheering them on, and lifting 
them up to an almighty God who loves and cares for them 
(even more than you do).

These tear-out, shareable notes include a quick prayer, 
encouraging Scripture, and an inspirational quote, along 
with space on the back to write a personal message. What 
an amazing way to remind the people you love that they 
matter!

A   J7049 PRAYERS TO SHARE: 100 PASS-ALONG NOTES 
TO CELEBRATE FRIENDSHIPS 
• 65/8” x 47/16” 
• 100 tear out notes 
• Rounded corners 
• Spot UV 
• Four color interior 
• ISBN: 9781648703065 

 $5.00 WHSL
   Minimum of 3

PRAYERS TO SHARE: 100 PASS-ALONG NOTES 
FOR STAYING CALM IN THE CHAOS

Let’s face it—life is messy. And the messiness looks 
different to each of us depending on our stage in life: 
college finals, a new baby, a job or house change, the loss 
of a loved one, even overextending oneself with service 
opportunities.

Prayers to Share: 100 Pass-Along Notes for Staying Calm in the 
Chaos gives you 100 opportunities to encourage people by 
letting them know that you are asking God to remove the 
clutter in their lives and replace it with His calming peace.

These tear-out, shareable notes include a quick prayer, 
encouraging Scripture, and an inspirational quote, along 
with space on the back to write a personal message.

B  J7048 PRAYERS TO SHARE: 100 PASS-ALONG NOTES 
FOR STAYING CALM IN THE CHAOS 
• 65/8” x 47/16” 
• 100 tear out notes 
• Rounded corners 
• Spot UV 
• Four color interior 
• ISBN: 9781648703058 

 $5.00 WHSL
   Minimum of 3

BOOKS



B   J6927 PRAYERS TO SHARE: 100 PASS-ALONG NOTES  
FOR BELIEVING BIGGER by Marshawn Evans Daniels 
(Atlanta, GA) 
• 65/8" x 47/16" 
• 100 tear-out notes 
• Rounded corners 
• Gold foil 
• Soft touch 
• Four color interior 
• ISBN: 9781648703034 

 $5.00 WHSL
   Minimum of 3

PRAYERS TO SHARE: 100 PASS-ALONG NOTES  
FOR BELIEVING BIGGER
by Marshawn Evans Daniels (Atlanta. GA)

God has big plans for all of us, but sometimes we let doubt 
and fear get in the way. Prayers to Share: 100 Pass-Along 
Notes for Believing Bigger gives multiple opportunities to 
empower and encourage others to boldly embrace the love 
of God and step out confidently, knowing that He has a 
magnificent future planned for them. Each tear-out offers 
a supportive sentiment, including a prayer, corresponding 
Scripture, an inspirational quote, and space on the back 
for a handwritten note. 

About the Author: Marshawn 
Evans Daniels is a reinvention 
strategist and faith + business 
mentor, equipping women 
around the world to live bolder. 
As a serial entrepreneur, TV 
personality, creator of the 
Godfidence© movement and 
founder of SHE Profits©, she 
helps women turn ideas into 
income and faith into action. 
A former Miss America finalist, 
pro sports attorney and 
competitor on The Apprentice, 
she is a graduate of Georgetown Law and is admitted 
to the Supreme Court. She is passionate about destiny, 
entrepreneurship, motherhood, and helping women and 
girls to live unapologetically without limits.

PRAYERS TO SHARE: 100 PASS-ALONG NOTES  
FOR HOPE & ENCOURAGEMENT

Prayers to Share: 100 Pass-Along Notes for Hope & 
Encouragement gives the encouragers of the world 
dozens of creative opportunities to remind others that 
they are loved and cared for. Each tear-out offers a 
supportive sentiment, including a prayer, corresponding 
Scripture, an inspirational quote, and space on the back 
for a handwritten note.

A   J6928 PRAYERS TO SHARE: 100 PASS-ALONG NOTES  
FOR HOPE & ENCOURAGEMENT 
• 65/8” x 47/16” 
• 100 tear-out notes 
• Rounded corners 
• Gold foil 
• Soft touch 
• Four color interior 
• ISBN: 9781648703041 

 $5.00 WHSL
   Minimum of 3
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B   J7102 DAILY PRAYERS 
FOR MY HUSBAND DEVOTIONAL 
ISBN: 9781648703287 

DAILY PRAYERS
$6.50 WHSL

4¾" x 6¾"

192 pages

Leatherette

Gold foil

Rounded corners

Four color interior

Minimum of 3

SHIPS: 2/2022

Whether you’ve been married months or since the last millennium, 
the daily readings in these books will add spiritual depth to your 
marriage. Daily Prayers for My Wife and Daily Prayers for My Husband 
tap into the deeper love you have for your spouse and the greatest 
love God has for each of you.

Perhaps your marriage is currently picket fence picturesque or you 
are deep in the trenches of an emotional struggle—wherever you 
and your spouse are in this moment, this book will raise you up as 
a couple, encourage you, and enable you to love the world around 
you side by side.

Each devotion includes Scripture, a thought for the day, and a prayer 
for your spouse. This exceptional marriage tool will draw you close, 
encourage you to care for one another, and guide you in lifting each 
other up to the Lord.

A   J7103 DAILY PRAYERS 
FOR MY WIFE DEVOTIONAL 
ISBN: 9781648703294 

N
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THE CAMPFIRE IS CALLING
90 WARMING DEVOTIONS FOR THE SIMPLE LIFE

Devotional

A calming devotional about enjoying the beauty of small 
things.  

Sitting around a campfire is one of the simplest ways to 
draw out our deep-seated desire to slow down, reflect, 
and enjoy God’s beautiful creation. Not only do busy days 
become barriers to being still, but they can distract us 
from listening to God and leave us feeling discouraged or 
overwhelmed. 

With or without the campfire, these 90 warming devotions 
offer a place to quiet ourselves and take in the loving 
whispers of our faithful Father. A place that enables 
readers to set aside their insecurities and bask in the glow 
of simpler things. Alongside the crackle and pop of the 
firewood, The Campfire Is Calling creates a heartwarming 
experience that busy people want to return to again  
and again.

BRIGHTER DAYS AHEAD
50 DEVOTIONS OF HOPE IN THE HARD

Devotional

Give the gift of hope with reminders that God always 
shows up, even on our worst days. 

The best is yet to come! Especially right now, we all know 
someone who is facing an unfair situation, living in fear 
of the unknown, or struggling in a relationship. Yet not 
everyone subscribes to the comforting words of Scripture. 
Brighter Days Ahead: 50 Devotions of Hope in the Hard 
inspires instead with quotes, devotional stories, and 
positive affirmations for life’s really hard times, to remind 
those who are struggling that heaven has not forgotten 
them. That Someone who loves us is truly at work in our 
troubles. And that difficult roads can lead to beautiful 
destinations.

B   J6784 THE CAMPFIRE IS CALLING 
• 7" x 5" 
• 208 pages 
• Casebound  
• Spot UV 
• Gold foil 
• Soft touch 
• Four color interior 
• ISBN: 9781648702860 

 $6.50 WHSL

C   J6790 BRIGHTER DAYS AHEAD 
• 61/2" x 4" 
• 120 pages 
• Casebound 
• Spot UV 
• Gold foil 
• Four color interior 
• ISBN: 9781648702921 

 $5.00 WHSL   Minimum of 3
   Minimum of 3
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SET YOUR MIND ON THINGS ABOVE
DEVOTIONAL COLORING BOOK

As they color their way through comforting Scriptures and 
encouraging messages, overactive minds will find rest in 
God’s care for them.

While the world is ever-changing, God stays the same. He 
is our rock and our foundation. When we set our eyes on 
Him, releasing our troubles and cares into His hands, we 
find true rest. Our worries fade away. 

Set Your Mind on Things Above: A Devotional Coloring Book 
provides a wonderful way to turn one’s thoughts from 
worry and fear, and toward God’s peaceful gifts. Matching 
over 75 stress-relieving devotions with beautifully 
illustrated coloring pages, this “ultimate” coloring book 
is the perfect outlet for more than creative expression. It 
helps to quiet the world and bring individuals closer to 
the Creator..

A   J6789 SET YOUR MIND ON THINGS ABOVE: 
DEVOTIONAL COLORING BOOK 
• 9" x 7" 
• 160 pages 
• Spiral 
• Hardcover 
• Gold foil 
• Soft touch 
• ISBN: 9781648702914 

 $7.50 WHSL
   Minimum of 3

Filled with encouraging Scriptures, 

quotes, and messages of God's love, 

hope, and peace, DaySpring books 

and journals provide a welcoming 

space to read and reflect on your 

day-to-day walk with God.

BOOKS



An interactive Christmas 
devotional from  
Candace Cameron Bure

BRING ON THE MERRY
25 DAYS OF GREAT JOY FOR CHRISTMAS

Devotional 
by Candace Cameron Bure (Los Angeles, CA) 

The Queen of Christmas encourages readers to pause and 
reflect on the reason for the season while making time for inner 
peace, finding joy in the chaos, and selflessly serving others. 

As you read the devotions and complete the activity pages, 
you’ll rediscover the wonder and amazement of the season and 
draw closer to the Savior. Candace will guide you to personally 
reconnect with Jesus in ways that will change your perspective 
and response to the timeless Christmas story. Bring On the 
Merry will help you stress less and enjoy the season more as 
you put your focus on what really matters—JESUS!

About the Author: Candace Cameron 
Bure is an actress, producer, and New 
York Times bestselling author. She 
is beloved by millions worldwide for 
her role as D. J. Tanner in the iconic 
family sitcoms Full House and Fuller 
House, her Hallmark Channel movies, 
as former co-host of The View, and 
as a Dancing with the Stars season 18 
finalist. Candace is both outspoken 
and passionate about her family and 
faith. She and her husband, Val, have 
been married for 25 years. They have 
3 grown children and live with their 
much-loved dog, Boris, in the LA area.

   J4970  BRING ON THE MERRY 
by Candace Cameron Bure  
(Los Angeles, CA) 
• 8" x 6" 
• 192 pages 
• Casebound 
• Gold Foil 
• Soft touch 
• Four color interior 
• ISBN: 9781644549896 

 $8.50 WHSL
   Minimum of 2
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   J3112  THE LIVING TABLE 
by Abby Turner (Bentonville, AR) 
• 9" x 7" 
• 208 pages 
• Casebound 
• Gold Foil 
• Soft touch 
• Four color interior 
• ISBN: 9781644548493 

 $12.50 WHSL
   Minimum of 2

THE LIVING TABLE
RECIPES AND DEVOTIONS FOR EVERYDAY GET-TOGETHERS

Devotional Cookbook 
by Abby Turner (Bentonville, AR) 

What is on your dining room table right now? Bills, laundry, 
maybe your kids’ soccer cleats? In this fast-paced world, it’s easy 
to start trading our dining tables for sofas and televisions, but 
what would happen if we started to see the table as the most 
important piece of furniture in our homes? Just picture it: No 
TV. No cell phones. Just your family enjoying one another over a 
nice meal.

In The Living Table, Instagram personality and home chef Abby 
Turner shares easy-to-recreate recipes and fun, DIY projects that 
take 15 minutes or less. Each section starts with a first-hand 
account of the miraculous ways God has showed up at Abby’s 
table—how deep conversations have led to deep spiritual growth, 
how a new friend has become a forever friend, and how tears 
and laughs and mishaps have become treasured memories. With 
each section focusing on specific tables (dinner table, coffee 
table, outside table, etc.), you’ll discover fast and easy ways to 
liven up any moment, whether that be Tuesday night home with 

family or a well-thought-out Thanksgiving. God is asking each 
of us to open our homes and prepare our tables—this book gives 
you the “easy button” to do just that.

About the Author: Abby is a somewhat-
young professional who is single and 
loving life as a food blogger, speaker, 
and writer. Born into a large family, she 
grew up in Central Arkansas, where she 
learned the importance of community and 
Biblical hospitality at a young age. After 
completing undergraduate degrees at 
Ouachita Baptist University and obtaining 
her Master’s from Baylor—Abby lived in 6 
states in 5 years, learning that community 
is essential to a healthy relationship with Christ. Over the last 
few years, Abby has spoken at colleges/universities, churches, 
companies and has been featured on regional TV shows 
and podcasts. Abby’s passion is to encourage women to stop 
wasting time waiting for the perfect family, house, or table and 
to start opening their homes, cooking for friends and building 
community.

A devotional hospitality 
book that will equip the 
most intimidated hostess.

BOOKS



   70130 PRAYERS TO SHARE: 100 
PASS-ALONG NOTES FOR JOY  
• Spot UV 
• ISBN: 9781684081097 

 

For those who want to do more than 
send a text or share a Facebook post, 
here is the perfect pad of 100 share-
a-prayer notes to give to friends, 
relatives, co-workers, etc; to celebrate 
their accomplishments or moments 
of joy.

   70131 PRAYERS TO SHARE: 100 
PASS-ALONG NOTES FOR HOPE  
• Spot UV 
• ISBN: 9781684081103 

 

For those who want to do more than 
send a text or share a Facebook post, 
here is the perfect pad of 100 share-
a-prayer notes to give to friends, 
relatives, co-workers, etc; to celebrate 
their accomplishments or moments 
of hope.

   89899 PRAYERS TO SHARE: 100 
EMPOWERING NOTES FOR KIDS 
• Spot UV 
• ISBN: 9781684086276 

Surprising your child with an 
encouraging note can turn their  
whole day around. Prayers to Share: 
100 Empowering Notes for Kids 
provides 100 tear-out notes, each 
including a prayer, Scripture, and a 
loving, just-so-you-know affirmation 
statement. With space on the back 
to write a personal note, parents, 
grandparents (or anyone wanting to 
influence the next generation) can 
throw these in a lunch box, hide them 
in a backpack, or sneak them in a 
gym bag. 

   89880 PRAYERS TO SHARE:  
100 PASS-ALONG BIBLE  
PROMISES by Shanna Noel  
(Olympia, WA) 
• Spot UV 
• ISBN: 9781684086085 

 

Based on our best-selling devotional 
journal from the creative mind of 
Shanna Noel, these pass-along notes 
are reminders of God’s steadfast 
promises. Encourage a friend or loved 
one with the life-changing promises 
from God’s Word. Add your own 
message, artwork or encouragement 
and share a reminder of God’s truth 
with others. Each page features 
a prayer that can be a personal 
statement or a shareable prayer to 
encourage others.

   89881 PRAYERS TO SHARE: 100 
PASS-ALONG PROMISES FROM 
GOD'S HEART 
by Holley Gerth (Bentonville, AR) 
• Spot UV 
• ISBN: 9781684086092 

 

Based on Holley Gerth’s gift book, 
these beautifully designed pass-along 
notes feature God’s promises for 
when we need them most. Perfect for 
sharing, writing a note, or posting on 
the bathroom mirror, these reminders 
of God’s heart towards us highlight 
the truth that brings hope. Each 
page features a prayer that can be 
a personal statement or a shareable 
prayer to encourage others.

   89900 PRAYERS TO SHARE:  
100 ENCOURAGING NOTES  
FOR TOUGH TIMES AND  
TOUGH PEOPLE 
by Katy Fults (Bakersfield, CA) 
• Spot UV 
• ISBN: 9781684086283 

 
When our loved ones face difficult 
times, we want to help. But, in many 
situations, we don’t know what to 
say or do. Written and hand lettered 
by Katy Fults from Katygirl Designs, 
Prayers to Share: 100 Encouraging 
Notes for Tough Times & Tough 
People offers just the right sentiments 
to touch the hearts of those who are 
struggling, reminding them of where 
their true strength lies. Each tear-out 
comes with a prayer, corresponding 
Scripture, and inspirational quote.

PRAYERS TO SHARE
$5.00 WHSL

6¾" x 4⅜"

100 tear-out notes

Flexcase cover

Rounded corners

Soft touch

Four color interior

Minimum of 3

   89903 PRAYERS TO SHARE:  
100 NOTES OF LOVE TO AFFIRM 
YOUR MARRIAGE 
by Heather Hair (Dallas, TX) 
• Spot UV 
• ISBN: 9781684086313 

With Prayers to Share: 100 Notes 
of Love to Affirm Your Marriage, 
you can let your spouse know that 
you’re praying for them, that you’re 
in their corner, and that you truly 
care about how their day went. Each 
loving note includes a prayer, along 
with a corresponding Scripture and 
inspirational quote. With space on 
the back to write a personal note, you 
can leave these on the windshield, the 
bathroom mirror, in a briefcase or in a 
bag of their favorite candy.
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   J2436 PRAYERS TO SHARE:  
100 PASS-ALONG NOTES FOR 
COURAGE by (in)courage 
• Spot UV 
• ISBN: 9781644548158 

We all know someone who could use 
an extra dose of courage. Wouldn’t it 
be nice to have a little encouragement 
on hand to help brighten their day? 
With Prayers to Share: 100 Pass- 
Along Notes for Courage, you will 
have 100 opportunities to inspire 
your friends, family, and maybe even 
complete strangers! Each tear-out 
is a reminder of God’s strength 
and courage, including a prayer, 
corresponding Scripture, inspirational 
quote, and space on the back for a
handwritten note.

   J2430 PRAYERS TO SHARE:  
100 PASS-ALONG NOTES  
TO CELEBRATE LIFE 
• Copper foil 
• ISBN: 9781644548097 

 
Prayers to Share: 100 Pass-Along 
Notes to Celebrate Life gives you 100 
opportunities to rejoice with others 
in the good times, to let them know 
you are happy for them, and to praise 
God for His abundant goodness. 
Each tear-out is a reminder that God 
delights in us and includes a prayer, 
corresponding Scripture, inspirational 
quote, and space on the back for a 
handwritten note.

   J4644 PRAYERS TO SHARE: 100 
PASS-ALONG NOTES FOR GRACE 
• Spot UV 
• ISBN: 9781644549315 

 
In Prayers to Share: 100 Pass-Along 
Notes for Grace, you’ll have 100 
unique opportunities  to remind 
friends, family members, even total 
strangers of an awesome, loving 
Father who is rich in mercy and 
abounding in love. Each tear-
out includes a heartfelt prayer, 
corresponding Scripture, inspirational 
quote, and space on the back for a 
handwritten note.

   J3113 PRAYERS TO SHARE: 100 
PASS-ALONG NOTES TO  
ENCOURAGE MOMS 
• 6¾” x 4⅜” 
• ISBN: 9781644548509 

Prayers to Share: 100 Pass-Along 
Notes to Encourage Moms gives you 
100 opportunities to cheer her on as 
she takes on the most important role 
of her life.

   J2102 PRAYERS TO SHARE: 100 
PASS-ALONG NOTES FOR PEACE 
by Cleere Cherry (Greenville, NC) 
• Spot UV 
• ISBN: 9781644546611 

 
Prayers to Share: 100 Pass-Along 
Notes for Peace provides something 
that anyone can do. Each tear-
out offers a personal touch of 
God’s peace, including a prayer, 
corresponding Scripture, inspirational 
quote, and space on the back for a 
handwritten note—ideal for reaching 
out with a little care and concern to 
encourage someone’s day.

   J4645 PRAYERS TO SHARE:  
100 PASS-ALONG NOTES TO BE 
STILL & KNOW by Cleere Cherry  
(Greenville, NC)  
• Spot UV 
• ISBN: 9781644549322 

Prayers to Share: 100 Pass-Along 
Notes to Be Still & Know gives you 
100 opportunities to invite your 
friends, family members, and even 
complete strangers to take a breath 
and remember to rest in the peaceful 
arms of our loving Father. Each 
tear-out includes a heartfelt prayer, 
corresponding Scripture, inspirational 
quote, and space on the back for a 
handwritten note.

   J4263 PRAYERS TO SHARE:  
100 PASS-ALONG NOTES TO 
SHARE THE LOVE  
by Candace Cameron Bure  
(Los Angeles, CA)  
• Gold foil 
• ISBN: 9781644549094 

 
Who doesn’t need a reminder of how 
much they are truly loved? Prayers to 
Share: 100 Pass-Along Notes to Share 
the Love gives you 100 opportunities 
to encourage, comfort, and inspire 
others with God’s unfailing love. Filled 
with inspiring quotes, meaningful 
Scriptures, heartfelt prayers, and 
beautiful artwork—these cards are a 
wonderful way to brighten someone’s 
day.

   J3104 PRAYERS TO SHARE: 100 
PASS-ALONG NOTES  
FOR HEALING 
• 6¾” x 4⅜” 
• ISBN: 9781644548417 

Each tear-out offers a caring and 
supportive wish of wellness, including 
a prayer, corresponding Scripture, 
inspirational quote, and space on the 
back for a handwritten note.
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   10983 100 DAYS OF GRACE AND GRATITUDE 
by Shanna Noel (Olympia, WA) 
• Spot UV 
• ISBN: 9781684085705 

 

In today’s demanding and confusing situations, it’s 
easy to forget God’s goodness and grace.

In 100 Days of Grace and Gratitude, we’ve 
thoughtfully collected and exquisitely designed 
God’s best promises in a journal setting that provides 
a place for prayer, reflection, and creative expression 
as you bask in His grace that will leave you gratefully 
reminded just how loved you are.

   71925 100 DAYS OF BIBLE PROMISES 
by Shanna Noel (Olympia, WA) 
• Spot UV 
• ISBN: 9781684082162 

 

We’ve taken the top 100 life topics and provided a 
brief devotional with Scripture to address each life 
need. For each day, there is a featured Scripture, 
devotion, prayer, and space for doodling, journaling, 
writing notes, or any other forms of creative 
expression. This deluxe book is extremely practical 
bringing God’s Word to our lives today!

   J3103  100 DAYS OF PRAYER 
by Shanna Noel (Olympia, WA) 
• Spot UV 
• ISBN: 9781644548400 

100 Days of Prayer provides a safe space for daily 
conversations about your daily life with your loving 
Father. In this beautiful devotional journal, you’re 
invited on a journey to courageously pray your heart 
out. And not just for the big moments, but for all 
your wants and needs and thoughts and hopes and 
dreams and everything—because giving it all to God 
will transform your life in amazing ways you could 
never even imagine. Enjoy the journey!

   89877 100 DAYS OF LESS HUSTLE, MORE JESUS  
by Shanna Noel (Olympia, WA) 
• Spot UV 
• ISBN: 9781684086054 

In today’s fast-paced world, it’s easy to forget that 
you can find rest in God’s loving arms, letting go of 
your worries, concerns, fears, and uncertainties. He 
is in control, and He loves you more than you can 
imagine.

In 100 Days of Less Hustle, More Jesus, we’ve 
thoughtfully collected and exquisitely designed 
God’s best promises in a journal setting that provides 
a place for prayer, reflection and creative expression 
as you find comfort in His peaceful presence.

100 DAY 
DEVOTIONAL 
JOURNALS
$8.50 WHSL

8" x 61/2"

208 pages

Flexcase cover

Rounded corners

Soft touch

Four color interior

Journaling space

Minimum of 2
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   J2432 100 DAYS OF BELIEVING BIGGER 
by Marshawn Evans Daniels (Atlanta, GA) 
• Gold foil 
• ISBN: 9781644548110 

 

Do you ever wonder if you’re limiting yourself? 
Do you feel as if you are getting in the way of 
what God is doing? In this 100-day journey, 
Reinvention Strategist Marshawn Evans Daniels 
helps you identify what is stopping you from 
living out your calling and invites you to 
have an open dialogue with God about your 
ambitions, goals, and dreams. 

   J2097 100 DAYS OF JOY AND STRENGTH 
by Candace Cameron Bure (Los Angeles, CA)  
• Rose Gold foil 
• ISBN: 9781644546567 

 
Set out on a 100-day journey to find overwhelming 
peace that comes from resting in God’s joy and 
relying on His strength. Like so many of her fans, 
Candace Cameron Bure works hard to juggle the 
day-to-day challenges of being a woman, a wife, 
a mom, a working mom, and most importantly, 
a daughter of God who longs to point others to 
Him. Writing in her signature open-hearted style, 
Candace warmly invites her spiritual sisters to join 
her in discovering how God can become every 
woman’s joy, every woman’s strength, no matter 
how hectic or hurried her life may be.

   J1590 100 DAYS TO DREAM 
YOUR HEART OUT 
by Katy Fults (Bakersfield, CA) 
• Spot UV 
• ISBN: 9781644544396 

 
You know those dreams you have hiding in 
your heart? God has placed them there like 
seeds, fully anticipating the day they’ll bloom 
in full-color in your life. If now seems like the 
perfect time to start dreaming your heart out, 
this uplifting devotional journal will quietly help 
weed out your fears, unearth your vision, and 
sow new hope day by day until God’s dreams 
for you blossom in the light of His love.

 J6785 100 DAYS HOPE & ENCOURAGEMENT 
• Gold foil 
• Spot UV 
• ISBN: 9781648702877 

 
Regardless of what any woman is facing, 
embracing the truth of who God says she is 
will lead her to experience hope like never 
before. This uplifting book, 100 Days of Hope 
& Encouragement, offers gentle reminders that 
God created each of us, He delights in us, and 
He will never leave us.

   89890 100 DAYS OF FAITH OVER FEAR 
by Lisa Stilwell (Hermitage, TN) 
• Spot UV and Gold Foil 
• ISBN: 9781684086184 

 
With the Maker of heaven and earth by our side, 
we have nothing to fear! In this 100-day journey 
to a fearless life, you’ll find space to reflect on 
God’s strength, courage, and unwavering love for 
you. With encouraging devotions, empowering 
Scriptures, and heartfelt prayers, 100 Days 
of Faith Over Fear will help you release your 
worries, cares, and concerns to your all-powerful, 
almighty God.

100 DAY 
DEVOTIONAL 
JOURNALS
$8.50 WHSL

8" x 61/2"

208 pages

Flexcase cover

Rounded corners

Soft touch

Four color interior

Journaling space

Minimum of 2
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FARMHOUSE 
DEVOTIONALS
$6.50 WHSL

7" x 5"

208 pages

Casebound

Spot UV and deboss

Soft touch

Four color interior

Minimum of 3

   J2099 ONE DAY AT A TIME, 
SWEET JESUS 
• ISBN: 9781644546581 

 
A thoughtful and nostalgic devotional 
with a wink of Southern charm. No 
matter who you are or where you live, 
pausing to take in the sublime gifts of 
a simpler life can do wonders for the 
soul. Combining a bit of farmhouse 
flair with a heaping of Southern style, 
One Day at a Time, Sweet Jesus 
serves up those timeless gifts through 
heartwarming verses, light-hearted 
stories, and whimsical sayings. These 
thoughtful, nostalgic devotions gently 
return readers to long-cherished 
values they can rely on, such as 
the assurance that God still reveals 
Himself to each of us in humble 
delights and simple pleasures. 

   J1597 SUNSHINE FOR THE SOUL 
• ISBN: 9781644544464 

 
Written in the  light and humorous 
style of our farmhouse devotions, 
yet still packed with  inspirational 
insights and truth, this devotional will 
be a treasured  coffee-ring-stained 
companion to start the day. This book 
is for anyone who enjoys a cup of 
coffee, a sunrise, a quiet moment with  
God and wink and a smirk at the day 
to come.

   89897 JUST ROLL WITH IT 
• ISBN: 9781684086252 

 
Just Roll With It is a fun, farmhouse 
devotional that serves up encouraging 
devotions with a side of southern 
flair. With chapters such as “Life is 
Short; Lick the Bowl” and “Cupcaking 
with Campers,” this light-hearted 
book includes 65 uplifting devotions, 
each including a spiritual takeaway, 
as well as corresponding Scriptures 
and prayer. Readers will also enjoy a 
few “farmhouse favorite” recipes and 
applicable baking tips.

   70142 FROM GRITS TO GRACE  
• 192 pages 
• ISBN: 9781684081189 

 

No matter where you're from, 
everyone is familiar with those classic 
southern charm sayings, like “Bless 
your heart.” This cleverly-titled 
devotional book takes the southern 
charm and mixes it with Scripture, 
quotes, prayers, and more, to direct 
us to the most important relationship 
a reader can have.

   J3110 SWEET TEA FOR THE 
SOUL:  COMFORTING, REAL-LIFE 
STORIES FOR MOMS 
• 7” x 5” 
• ISBN: 9781644548479 

Warm mom’s heart with true stories 
of funny, encouraging, and all-too-real 
motherhood moments.

   10972 BISCUITS, BUTTER  
AND BLESSINGS 
by Melissa Horvath 
• ISBN: 9781684085590 

 

This 90-day devotional is the third 
continuation to our best-selling, 
farmhouse-inspired, Grits to Grace and 
Sweet Tea for the Soul titles. Sweet 
servings of inspiration, these down-home 
devotions are chock-full of Scripture, 
Godly wisdom, and common-sense 
country wit. Each devotion begins with 
a thoughtful or witty title, a Scripture, 
an inspirational story of thought, a 
faith-check take-away, and ends with a 
humorous or thought-provoking tag. Like 
a hand-stitched and heartfelt gift, these 
faith-crafted pages will bring a smile to 
your face and a tear to your eye. 

   71932 SWEET TEA FOR  
THE SOUL  
• 192 pages 
• ISBN: 9781684082230 

 

Charming devotions give us a fresh 
look at life offering calming reminders 
of God’s grace and a southern wink at 
our busy lives, reminding us why we 
are blessed.

J6786 SWEET TEA 
FOR THE SOUL: GRIEF 
• ISBN: 9781648702884 

Encourage grieving hearts with true 
stories from people who experienced 
God’s comfort in difficult times.
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DEVOTIONALS
$6.50 WHSL

7" x 5"

208 pages

Casebound

Soft touch

Four color interior

Minimum of 3   J2098 MADE TO SHINE 
by April Rodgers (Monroe, LA) 
• Gold foil and deboss 
• ISBN: 9781644546574 

Made to Shine is based on Jesus’ 
instructions in Matthew 5:16 to reflect 
the light of Jesus in all that we do. 
Focusing on key Scriptures that 
associate light with the character and 
person of Christ, the ninety devotions 
in this uplifting volume are meant to 
empower women of faith to creatively 
carry His light wherever they go.

   89895 BE STILL by Cleere Cherry 
(Greenville, NC)  
• Gold foil and deboss 
• ISBN: 9781684086238 

 
In Be Still: 90 Devotions for the 
Hopeful Heart, you’ll find new, 
refreshing ways to rest in God’s 
presence, breath in His peace, and live 
every day in His hope. No matter what 
circumstances you may be facing, you 
can hold onto God’s everlasting love 
for you. So unplug, unwind, and let 
His heart lead yours down a path of 
true joy and sweet surrender.

   89893 WE'RE STILL IN THIS  
by Susan Goss (Bentonville, AR) 
• Spot UV and deboss 
• ISBN: 9781684086214 

 
Licensed Family Counselor Susan Goss 
shares 90 ways to help you navigate 
your relationships with your spouse, 
children, friends, and neighbors. Each 
entry includes a short devotion based 
on Scripture, along with a “tangible 
takeaway” that provides you with 
action steps for maintaining long-
lasting, joy-filled connections in your 
God-given partnerships.

   J4966 THE BEACH IS CALLING 
• 7” x 5” 
• ISBN: 9784644549858 

 $6.50 WHSL 
Whether you live on the beach or 
wish you did, this book will transport 
you to a place where you can rest and 
relax in the Father’s love.

   J4969 YOU GOT THIS 
by Melissa Horvath 
• 7” x 5” 
• ISBN: 9781644549889 

 $6.50 WHSL
Each devotion begins with a Scripture 
passage followed by an inspirational 
message to challenge and encourage 
women in their work, lives, and faith.

   J3102 TOGETHER TIME 
• 7" x 5" 
• ISBN: 9781644548394 

This fun, family-time devotional 
creates opportunities
to connect your children, spouse, and 
loved ones around
authentic and thought-provoking 
conversations—all on
the topic of God’s Word.

  J4967 BLESSED ASSURANCE, 
JESUS IS MINE 
• 8” x 6” 
• ISBN: 9781644549865 

 $7.50 WHSL
This beautiful and unique devotional 
will inspire you to listen for God’s 
voice in the midst of change, h3lp 
you find assurance in His love during 
times of uncertainty, and remind you 
that no matter what new experience 
you face, you can always return to the 
firm foundation that is found in His 
presence.

   Minimum of 3

   J2438 FOCUS: ONE WORD  
A WEEK by Cleere Cherry  
(Greenville, NC)  
• Gold foil 
• ISBN: 9781644548172 

 
For one week you focus on grace, 
the next week you focus on 
gentleness, the next week you focus 
on forgiveness….one word per week 
for an entire year. Before you know 
it, you’re no longer worried about 
being perfect, but more excited about 
having a closer connection to God.

   J1595 FAITHFUL DAUGHTER 
by Ami McConnell and Friends 
(Franklin, TN) 
• Gold foil 
• ISBN: 9781644544440 

 
This intimate collection of true 
stories, by women, for women, 
illustrates the shared struggles of 
daughters everywhere. Their heartfelt, 
sometimes raw remembrances 
beckon readers to lean in emotionally 
and consider their own history. 

   J2435 GOD'S TRUTH FOR  
TROUBLED TIMES by Lisa Stilwell 
(Hermitage, TN) 
• Gold foil 
• ISBN: 9781644548141 

 
No matter what is happening in the 
world around us, God’s comfort 
is always near. Eighty days of 
encouraging devotions, carefully 
chosen Scripture, and heartfelt 
prayers will help build your faith and 
believe in His power, no matter what 
trouble you face or how steep the 
road you are on.

   J2434 HEALING FOR THE  
HOPEFUL HEART 
• A collection of stories 
• Four color interior 
ISBN: 9781644548134 

 
These true personal stories of God’s 
healing power will deepen your faith 
and bring hope to your heart. You’ll 
be inspired, awed, and comforted by 
these real-life moments when God 
showed up in the midst of heartache 
and suffering to give total relief, 
peace, and amazing healing.

   Minimum of 3
   Minimum of 3
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   89901 WORDS OF LIFE 
by Jennifer Gerelds  
(Chelsea, AL) 
• Devotional 
• ISBN: 9781684086290 

 $5.00 WHSL
Simply by knowing and speaking 
the powerful promises of God, we 
can change the culture in our homes 
and even the world. With Words of 
Life you’ll find just the right words to 
speak  to your loved ones, whether 
they are lonely, anxious, joyful, 
focused or in a season of celebration.

   Minimum of 3

   J4964 PAWS FOR REFLECTION:  
50 DEVOS FOR CAT MOMS 
• 61/2” x 4” 
• ISBN: 9781644549834 

 $5.00 WHSL
Cuddle up with your kitty and enjoy 
these 50 lighthearted feline stories 
that will help you understand God’s 
love, care, and faithfulness in ways 
you probably never have before.

   Minimum of 3

   10973 BECAUSE OF JESUS,  
TODAY IS YOUR BEST DAY  
by Roy Lessin (Siloam Springs, AR) 
• Devotional 
• ISBN: 9781684085606 

 $6.50 WHSL
Roy Lessin helps you focus your 
thoughts on what really matters—
your relationship with God through 
Christ Jesus. Today is your best day... 
because Christ is in you, because of 
God's presence, because of Jesus' 
name, because of the Cross, and 56 
more compelling reasons. 

   Minimum of 3

   J1596 A PLACE AT HIS TABLE  
by Roy Lessin (Siloam Springs, AR) 
• 365 daily devotional 
• ISBN: 9781644544457 

 $6.50 WHSL
Oh, the wonder, the delight, the 
privilege to be seated at the Lord’s 
Table! This collection of daily 
devotions will help you rest in His 
presence as you draw closer to God’s 
heart, so you can face each day 
knowing you are loved,  treasured, 
and valued by your almighty Father.

   Minimum of 3

   J2096 LIKE THOSE WHO DREAM 
by Roy Lessin (Siloam Springs, AR) 
• Memoirs 
• ISBN: 9781644546550 

 $7.50 WHSL
Like Those Who Dream chronicles 
the life of DaySpring Founder Roy 
Lessin in his own words, including his 
formative college years, a love story 
that brought a country girl and a 
city boy together, his calling into the 
ministry of writing, and the founding 
of what would become the largest 
Christian greeting-card company in 
the world.

   Minimum of 2

   71931 GOD IN EVERY MOMENT  
by Bonnie Jensen 
(Port St Lucie, FL) 
• 365 daily devo 
• ISBN: 9781684082223 

 $6.50 WHSL
There are days when our faith feels 
challenged on every front—and in 
those times our hearts need reminded 
that God is with us and for us. This 
daily devotional will give you little 
glimpses of God’s grace and the 
spiritual hug you need, renewing your 
mind to the truth that God is in the 
details of every breath you take.

   Minimum of 3

   10976 ONE MINUTE WITH GOD 
• 365 daily devo 
• ISBN: 9781684085637 

 $6.50 WHSL
Based on one of DaySpring's top-
selling perpetual calendars, this 
devotional offers daily reminders that 
we are surrounded with God's loving 
kindness and mercies that are new 
every day. With soft-touch cover, spot 
UV, deboss, and four-color interior, 
this makes a great impulse item or 
gift. 

   Minimum of 3

   10985 LOVE ON  
by Bonnie Jensen 
(Port St Lucie, FL) 
• 365 daily devo 
• ISBN: 9781684085729 

 $6.50 WHSL
This one-minute devotional format 
is the perfect gift and daily go-to 
for reminders and glimpses of God’s 
grace. With a combination of quick, 
light verses and short, encouraging 
prose, Love On is a daily nudge to 
focus on loving God by loving others.

   Minimum of 3

   71933 LOVE NOTES FROM GOD 
by Jay Payleitner (Chicago, IL) 
• Gift devotional 
• ISBN: 9781684082247 

 $6.50 WHSL
These Scriptures are paraphrased 
into “love notes” left behind from our 
Creator to encourage us in the midst 
of our sometimes hectic and busy 
daily lives. Each page has one crafted, 
hand-lettered note from God with 
supporting Scripture on the same 
page in fine print.

   Minimum of 3

   J2433 PAWS FOR REFLECTION: 
50 DEVOS FOR DOG MOMS 
• Devotional 
• ISBN: 9781644548127 

 $5.00 WHSL
In these pages, you’ll find cute stories, 
inspiring devotions, and prayers that 
will remind you of God’s faithfulness, 
joy, and comfort as you cuddle up 
with your sweet pup and feel the 
warmth of unconditional love.

   Minimum of 3

   J2431 SAY GRACE: 50 LESSONS 
FROM MAMA 
• Devotional 
• ISBN: 9781644548103 

 $5.00 WHSL
Have you ever thought “maybe 
Mama was on to something?” If so, 
it’s time to revisit the treasure of 
commonsense-isms that the Mamas in 
our lives used to share with us. With 
50 devotions inspired from “Southern 
sayings from Mama,” Say Grace will 
warm your heart, draw you closer to 
the Lord, and maybe even give you a 
grin and a giggle.

   Minimum of 3

   70132 WAKING UP TO GRACE  
by Jennifer Gerelds  
(Chelsea, AL) 
• Spot UV and deboss 
• ISBN: 9781684081110 

 
Only a few minutes separates those 
early waking moments from the hectic 
madness of the day. What better way 
to bridge that gap than by waking each 
day to a warm reminder of God’s great 
love for you? This 90-day devotional 
on God’s mercy and grace offers daily 
insight with Scripture and a memorable 
quote to kick-start the day.
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   70137 100 EMERGENCY BIBLE 
VERSES  
• Devotional 
• ISBN: 9781684081165 

 $5.00 WHSL
Life is full of trials and tribulations. 
Christ followers experience pain, 
fear, and every other emotion. Even 
Christ was tempted. In every situation, 
Christians can turn to the Word 
for His comfort and direction. This 
collection of devotions and most 
relevant verses gives every person 
a toolbox to God’s Word at their 
fingertips.

   Minimum of 3

   94333 LET GO by Katy Fults  
(Bakersfield, CA) 
• Gift devotional 
• ISBN: 9781644543047 

 $7.50 WHSL
This powerful devotional helps you let 
go of all that holds you back from a 
free life with Christ Jesus. Featuring 
beautiful hand lettering, well-known 
artist Katy Fults encourages you to 
leave your worries, concerns, regrets, 
and unsettling feelings behind as you 
learn to surrender to the unfailing love 
of Jesus Christ.

   Minimum of 2

   71926 PROMISES FROM GOD 
FOR LIFE’S HARD MOMENTS  
by Holley Gerth (Bentonville, AR) 
• Gift devotional 
• ISBN: 9781684082179 

 $7.50 WHSL
Promises from God for Life's Hard 
Moments, bestselling author Holley 
Gerth provides hope and help for 
just those times. She shares fifty-two 
promises from God's Word; each 
with a devotion and prayers, offering 
comfort, strength, guidance, and 
assurance that God is present and His 
love remains strong. 

   Minimum of 2

   89886 WHAT’S TRUE  
ABOUT YOU  
by Holley Gerth (Bentonville, AR) 
• Gift devotional 
• ISBN: 9781684086146 

 $7.50 WHSL
In this beautiful gift book, bestselling 
author Holley Gerth shares fifty-two, 
life-changing reminders of who you 
really are…of who God says you are...
You are loved. You are chosen. You 
are free.

   Minimum of 2

   J2095 CHEERING YOU ON 
by Holley Gerth (Bentonville, AR) 
• Gift devotional 
• ISBN: 9781644546543 

 $7.50 WHSL
At some point, each of us will face 
a challenge, have a dream, fight a 
battle, or take a new step. In all of 
those situations, Cheering You On 
offers encouragement, support, 
grace, and hope. With prayers and 
supportive messages, this book 
helps overcomers move forward into 
whatever God has next for them.

   Minimum of 2

   89904 YOU ARE GOD'S  
MASTERPIECE by Stefan Kunz 
(Biel, Switzerland) 
• Gift devotional 
• ISBN: 9781684086320 

$7.50 WHSL
Featuring beautifully inspiring art 
and thoughts by well-known letterer 
and designer Stefan Kunz, You Are 
God’s Masterpiece offers 60 real-life 
devotions reminding readers that they 
are not alone, that God’s love is never 
ending, and that they have no limits 
with Him by their side. 

   Minimum of 2

  J4968 OH BABY! 
• 63/4” x 43/8” 
• ISBN: 9781644549872 

 $6.50 WHSL
Discover how you can find peace, 
joy, and grace on this new journey 
and how God walks with you through 
every high and every low.

   Minimum of 3

  J4965 YOU’RE WONDERFULLY 
MADE 
• 8” x 6” 
• ISBN: 9781644549841 

 $6.50 WHSL
Creating a meaningful gift for that 
one-of-a-kind family member or 
friend is a cinch with the helpful 
prompts and imaginative ideas 
included in this book.

   Minimum of 3

   91627 A PRAYER A DAY FOR 
HOPE AND ENCOURAGEMENT 
• 365 daily devotional 
• Flexcase 
• ISBN: 9781684086795 

 $6.50 WHSL
A Prayer A Day is an on-the-go 
devotional that makes a little God 
time easy. With 365 Bible verses and 
prayers, you’ll find monthly topics 
relevant to each season. By reflecting 
on God’s promises and lifting your 
heart in prayer to Him each day, you’ll 
find a greater sense of His peace and 
presence.

   Minimum of 3

   J2100 A PRAYER A DAY FOR 
GRADUATES  
• 365 daily devotional 
• Flexcase 
• ISBN: 9781644546598 

 $6.50 WHSL
Graduation is such a time of contrasts: 
excitement and uncertainty, hope and 
anxiety, new beginnings and clear 
endings. It’s also a season marked by 
the decisions of “adulting,” making 
it an especially important time for 
praying Scripture into your life, each 
and every day. 

   Minimum of 3

   J2101 A PRAYER A DAY FOR 
MOTHERS 
• 365 daily devotional 
• Flexcase 
• ISBN: 9781644546604 

 $6.50 WHSL
A Prayer a Day for Mothers invites 
busy women to briefly reconnect 
with their Father in heaven, breathing 
in His love and peace as they pray 
scriptural words of renewal, strength, 
courage, rest, and joy over both 
themselves and their children every 
single day.

   Minimum of 3

   89879 A WORKBOOK GUIDE  
TO BIBLE JOURNALING 
by Shanna Noel (Olympia, WA) 
• Gold spiral binding 
• ISBN: 9781684086078 

 $10.00 WHSL
This workbook is an interactive, 
go-to guide for connecting faith and 
creativity. Shanna and her team share 
real examples from their own Bibles 
and demonstrate Bible journaling 
techniques, painting, hand lettering 
and stamping, in a way that inspires 
the reader to fall in love with the Bible 
and draw closer to God.

   Minimum of 2
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   J3111 BIBLE PROMISES FOR THE 
ENNEAGRAM 
• 61/2" x 41/2" 
• ISBN: 9781644548486 

 $6.50 WHSL
Simple, powerful resource that points 
each Enneagram type to Biblical truths 
for practical application.

   Minimum of 3

   J2439 MY FAITH BOOK  
by Shanna Noel (Olympia, WA) 
• Enclosed wire-o 
• ISBN: 9781644548189 

 $8.50 WHSL
Capture your favorite God moments 
in your very own My Faith Book! Glue 
in small group picture, write down 
your answered prayers, or list the top 
ten things you are thankful for. With a 
few, fun prompts and plenty of space 
to document your faith journey, you’ll 
unleash the creative within and create 
a legacy piece you can look back 
upon or even share with others.

   Minimum of 3

   70134 POCKETFUL OF BIBLE 
PROMISES FOR GODLY WOMEN  
• Value book 
• ISBN: 9781684081134 

 $2.50 WHSL
The perfect little book for women of 
all ages. All women have moments 
when they need a resource that 
provides them with God’s promises 
at their fingertips. This book provides 
Scripture, quotes, and prayers for any 
occasion in which a godly woman 
needs wisdom.

   Minimum of 3

   70133 POCKETFUL OF BIBLE 
PROMISES FOR GODLY LEADERS  
• Value book 
• ISBN: 9781684081127 

 $2.50 WHSL
The perfect little book for leaders 
of any size group, pastors, teachers, 
& students. This book provides 
Scripture, quotes, and prayers for 
any occasion in which a leader needs 
wisdom.

   Minimum of 3

   91628 POCKETFUL OF  
PROMISES FOR GRADUATES 
• Value book 
• ISBN: 9781684086801 

 $2.50 WHSL
Pocketful of Promises gives graduates 
guidance and wisdom with reassuring 
Bible verses, short devotions, 
inspirational quotes, and heartfelt 
prayers. This small, pocket-sized book 
is a topically arranged resource where 
graduates will explore what God says 
about anxiety, worry, failure, fear, 
hope, making mistakes, and 70 more 
relevant topics for this season of life.

   Minimum of 3

   J1591 ADVENT 
by Sherri Gragg (Franklin, TN) 
• Devotional 
• ISBN: 9781644544402 

 $7.50 WHSL
See, hear, and feel as never before the 
miraculous fulfilment of the promise 
of “God with us” through these 
thirty-one, poignantly retold Advent 
stories. From Eden’s perfection and 
the Red Sea’s roar to the joy of Ruth 
and Naomi, the reign of David, and 
the hallelujahs of Bethlehem, each 
momentous scene will draw you into 
the unfolding drama that brought the 
Hope of heaven to earth.

   Minimum of 2

   J1592 WONDER OF CHRISTMAS 
by Shanna Noel (Olympia, WA) 
• Young reader book 
• ISBN: 9781644544419 

 $7.50 WHSL
The Wonder of Christmas opens 
young hearts to the greatest of joys 
with twenty-five kid-friendly readings 
representing each day of Advent, 
plus “Creative Sparks”—fun crafts and 
activities, journaling ideas, and things 
to draw—all building toward that 
celebrated morning.

   Minimum of 2

Flips

   89894 MORNING AND EVENING 
PROMISES 
• Devotional flip book 
• ISBN: 9781684086221 

 $7.50 WHSL
Morning & Evening Promises offers 90 
refreshing morning devotions to start 
your day knowing that you are loved, 
and 90 peaceful evening devotions 
to end your day knowing that God is 
always caring for you, even while you 
sleep. Morning & Evening Promises 
slows down the morning rush and 
eases your restless mind at night-time 
with heartfelt devotions reminding 
you to relax in God’s perfect peace.

   Minimum of 2
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   J0831 GOD'S CHRISTMAS  
PROMISE 
• Lighted pop-up book 
• ISBN: 9781644543054 

 $10.00 WHSL
A Lighted Pop-Up Book—Enjoy the 
amazing Christmas story of Jesus’ 
birth told with six beautiful lighted 
pop-up scenes.

   Minimum of 2

   J2103 GOODNIGHT LITTLE ONE 
by Bonnie Rickner Jensen  
(Port St Lucie, FL) 
• Padded Board Book 
• ISBN: 9781644546628 

 $5.00 WHSL
Enjoy snuggle time with this tuck-me-
in book about God’s love. From the 
opening pages of this sweet bedtime 
book, young hearts are treated to full-
color illustrations of soft, fluffy animal 
mothers saying goodnight to their 
babies in their natural environments.

   Minimum of 3

   89884 BIG PRAYERS FOR  
LITTLE KIDS by Roy Lessin  
(Siloam Springs, AR) 
• Picture book 
• ISBN: 9781684086122 

 $6.50 WHSL
Through charming rhyme and 
endearing illustrations, Big Prayers for 
Little Kids introduces children to eight 
attributes of God’s character in an 
easy-to-understand and relatable way.

   Minimum of 3

   89902 THIS LITTLE LIGHT OF MINE 
by Darcy Pattison (Little Rock, AR) 
• ISBN: 9781684086306 

 $6.50 WHSL
Lift the Flap Book - In This Little Light 
of Mine, children will follow along with 
the fun, song inspired story as they 
watch how one heart for Jesus can 
spread from house to house, igniting 
love everywhere it goes.

   Minimum of 3

   89885 TODAY AND ALWAYS,  
THIS IS TRUE–GOD LOVES YOU  
by Holley Gerth (Bentonville, AR) 
• Lift the flap board book 
• ISBN: 9781684086139 

 $6.50 WHSL
A cuddly lift-the-flap book to teach 
little ones about God’s unfailing love 
for them…not just for today, but for 
every day and the rest of their lives.

   Minimum of 3

   J1594 30 STORIES FOR BOYS 
WITH GOD-SIZED DREAMS 
• Young reader book 
• ISBN: 9781644544433 

 $7.50 WHSL
Thirty true stories of men who lived 
their lives in a way that allowed God 
to shine through them and make a 
difference in their world. Written 
to inspire, the stories give boys 
permission to think, dream, and 
explore ways big and small that God 
wants to use them to love others.

   Minimum of 2

   J1593 30 STORIES FOR GIRLS 
WITH GOD-SIZED DREAMS 
• Young reader book 
• ISBN: 9781644544426 

 $7.50 WHSL
This book is for girls, educators, and 
parents who want to inspire girls with 
true stories of women who changed 
history through letting God use them 
and shine through them.

   Minimum of 2

   J4646 MY LITTLE DEVOS  
FOR BOYS  
• Paperback devo book 
• ISBN: 9781644549339 

 $5.00 WHSL
Little boys love to read! What better 
way to get them excited about 
God and learning Scripture than to 
give them their own little book of 
devotions.

   Minimum of 3

   J4647 MY LITTLE DEVOS  
FOR GIRLS  
• Paperback devo book 
• ISBN: 9781644549346 

 $5.00 WHSL
From encouraging them to clean their 
room and make their beds to playing 
fair and sharing toys, this little book 
will help little girls set the foundation 
for their faith journey.

   Minimum of 3

   89883 BEDTIME BLESSINGS FOR 
YOUR BABY 
• Children's book 
• ISBN: 9781684086115 

 $5.00 WHSL
Bedtime Blessings for Your Baby 
inspires, encourages, and comforts 
new parents with 50 meaningful 
Scriptures and reassuring prayers.

   Minimum of 3
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   89882 5 MINUTE BEDTIME BIBLE 
STORIES 
by Matt Anderson 
• Bible book 
• ISBN: 9781684086108 

 $5.00 WHSL
A Tuck-Me-In Book—5 Minute Bedtime 
Bible Stories offers 12 beautifully 
illustrated Bible stories that can be 
told in one sitting.

   Minimum of 3

   89891 MY GOD LOVES ME BIBLE 
• Bible book 
• ISBN: 9781684086191 

 $6.50 WHSL
The My God Loves Me Bible includes 
18 Bible stories—all carefully chosen 
to share the good news of God’s 
amazing love for His children.

   Minimum of 3

   10980 BEDTIME BIBLE STORIES 
• Bible book 
• ISBN: 9781684085675 

 $7.50 WHSL
Bedtime Bible Stories gives parents 
and their children a meaningful 
quality time before sleep. It takes 
approximately 5-10 minutes to read 
each story, and holds 144 richly-
colored pages with engaging artwork 
and descriptive language.

   Minimum of 2

   10981 MY THANK YOU BIBLE 
STORYBOOK: THANK YOU GOD 
FOR LOVING ME 
• Bible book 
• ISBN: 9781684085682 

 $6.50 WHSL
Brimming with love and faith, this 
book is based on a popular topic that 
we all wish to pass on to the younger 
generation: developing an attitude of 
gratitude toward God for the world 
He has placed us in. 

   Minimum of 3

   10979 THE 1000 STICKER BIBLE 
STORYBOOK  
• Bible book 
• ISBN: 9781684085668 

 $5.00 WHSL
Featuring more than 1,000 stickers 
and cute, colorful illustrations, there 
are plenty of opportunities to make 
timeless Bible stories stick with the 
interactive Sticker Bible Storybook. 
Children can search out the matching 
stickers then place them onto their 
spot on scenes of the Bible story. 

   Minimum of 3

   10180 MEET PANDA AND HIS 
FURRY FRIENDS IN CREATION 
• Touch-and-feel board book 
• ISBN: 9781684083794 

 $5.00 WHSL
Curious little fingers will enjoy 
exploring the textures of the 
awesome animals of Creation in this 
charming boardbook. With gentle 
rhymes and appealing touch-and-feel 
elements, this book is a favorite for 
both parents and children who wish 
to build early language foundation 
and share their Christian faith.

   Minimum of 3

   10181 MEET BEAR AND HIS  
FURRY FRIENDS IN NOAH’S ARK 
• Touch-and-feel board book 
• ISBN: 9781684083800 

 $5.00 WHSL
With gentle rhymes and appealing 
touch-and-feel elements, this book 
is a favorite for both parents and 
children that wish to build early 
language foundation and share their 
Christian faith.

   Minimum of 3

   J2104 MY FIRST STORYBOOK 
BIBLE 
• Bible book 
• ISBN: 9781644546635 

 $5.00 WHSL
This charmingly illustrated storybook 
Bible introduces young children 
to some of the favorite events and 
characters in God’s Word, from Adam 
and Eve to Zacchaeus. Perfect as a 
read-along or for first-time readers, 
every page will sow seeds of faith to 
last for a lifetime.

   Minimum of 3
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94312 FOR I KNOW THE PLANS 
by Studio 71

94331 DEVOTIONAL DOODLEJ4972 THE WORDSEARCH 
BOOK: BECOMING

J1589 AMAZING GRACE J7073 ABOVE ALL

J2415 DEEP WATERS  
by Audrey Bailey (Centerton, AR)

J2417 TAKE HEART JOURNAL  
by (in)courage

J6794 GOALS J3106 THOUGHTS

J6792 IDEAS

BEST OF DAYSPRING JOURNALS KIT 
(REFRESHED PRODUCT MIX) 
$138.51 COST ($307.80 SRP)
Product Only. 
2 Deep Waters J2415
2 Take Heart J2417
2 The Wordsearch Book: Becoming J4972
2 For I Know the Plans 94312
2 Devotional Doodle Journal 94331
2 Ideas Spiral Journal J6792
2 Goals Spiral Journal J6794
2 Thoughts J3106
2 Amazing Grace J1589
2 Above All DaySpring Journal Navy J7073

 
SHIPS: NOW

NEW SHIPS: NOW
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WORDS ARE GOLDEN
AN INSPIRATIONAL JOURNAL

An Interactive Journal 
by Allyson Golden (San Diego, CA) 

An interactive journal with room to reflect on all the golden words you want integrated into your life!

Words are golden! They hold so much power to uplift, to encourage, to inspire—yourself and others! In 
this interactive journal, you’ll find space to reflect on specific words and explore ways you can use them 
to bring hope and joy and life to those around you. Allyson Golden’s curated list of words, along with 
her fun interactive activities to help you unpack their true meanings, will encourage your heart and 
unleash hope into your life. 

Allyson Golden is the author and creator of Words Are Golden, faith encouragement through words and 
art. Allyson is a big fan of Jesus! She loves iced coffee, sunshine, and flowers. But most of all, she loves 
cheering you on to cheer others on! A full-time pediatric nurse, she lives with her husband Michael in 
San Diego, where they enjoy spending time with their community and hosting people in their home.

   J8278  WORDS ARE GOLDEN: 
AN INSPIRATIONAL JOURNAL 
by Allyson Golden (San Diego, CA) 
• 192 pages 
• Soft touch 
• Flexcase cover 
• Spot UV 
• Rounded corners 
• Four color interior 
• 8’’ x 6’’ 
• ISBN: 9781648706356 

 $8.50 WHSL

SHIPS  6/2022
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   Minimum of 2
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NO WORRIES
AN INSPIRATIONAL MINDFULNESS JOURNAL

Interactive Journal 

A wellness journal to focus our thoughts on God’s 
love and care for us through morning and evening 
reflections.

Morning and evening Scripture and prompts relieve 
our worry, assuring us that God is always with us, 
watching out for us, and caring about every detail of 
our lives, no matter what. This journal points your mind 
toward Scripture with mindful prompts and activities to 
prepare you for the day and keep you calm and restful 
at night.

   J8277  NO WORRIES: 
AN INSPIRATIONAL 
MINDFULNESS JOURNAL 
• 192 pages 
• Soft touch 
• Flexcase cover 
• Spot UV 
• Rounded corners 
• Four color interior 
• 8’’ x 6’’ 
• ISBN: 9781648706349 

 $8.50 WHSL

SHIPS  7/2022

   Minimum of 2
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Day 1Day 1
Be strong and courageous. Do not be afraid or terrifiedBe strong and courageous. Do not be afraid or terrified
because of them, for the Lord your God goes with you;because of them, for the Lord your God goes with you;

He will never leave you nor forsake you.He will never leave you nor forsake you.

D E U T E R O N O M Y  3 1 : 6D E U T E R O N O M Y  3 1 : 6

Lydia was a successful business owner in the male‑dominated  in the male‑dominated 
 Roman Empire. A dealer of purple cloth in Thyatira, Lydia was not unique  Roman Empire. A dealer of purple cloth in Thyatira, Lydia was not unique 

in her trade, but certainly a pioneer in her personal life. She took Paul and in her trade, but certainly a pioneer in her personal life. She took Paul and 
Silas in after they had been jailed, she made the leap of faith to embrace Silas in after they had been jailed, she made the leap of faith to embrace 
Christianity, and her house may have served as a center for Christian work. Christianity, and her house may have served as a center for Christian work. 
Each of these decisions were risky on her part, but also part and parcel of Each of these decisions were risky on her part, but also part and parcel of 
the entrepreneurial spirit she surely possessed.the entrepreneurial spirit she surely possessed.
 Being brave requires faith, and having faith requires bravery. What does  Being brave requires faith, and having faith requires bravery. What does 
the Bible urge us to do, again and again, in the face of fear? To trust in the the Bible urge us to do, again and again, in the face of fear? To trust in the 
Lord. God has given each of us the capacity for bravery. But true godly bravery Lord. God has given each of us the capacity for bravery. But true godly bravery 
means living according to what God alone tells us. This means putting our means living according to what God alone tells us. This means putting our 
faith in God, and putting His plans first, above anything else.faith in God, and putting His plans first, above anything else.
 Your own version of brave probably doesn’t look the same as anybody  Your own version of brave probably doesn’t look the same as anybody 
else’s. A big presentation may scare some, and thrill others. Being vulnerable else’s. A big presentation may scare some, and thrill others. Being vulnerable 
with a friend may be overwhelming to some, while another might thrive with a friend may be overwhelming to some, while another might thrive 
on those raw, relationship‑building moments. Being courageous is about on those raw, relationship‑building moments. Being courageous is about 
stepping into your moment and away from anything that would distract you stepping into your moment and away from anything that would distract you 
from God’s plans for your life.from God’s plans for your life.
 These days, every friend, family member, or follower has an opinion  These days, every friend, family member, or follower has an opinion 
on what you show the world. But when one person steps into their calling on what you show the world. But when one person steps into their calling 
with courage, they pave the way for others to follow. An act of courage is a with courage, they pave the way for others to follow. An act of courage is a 
bold move forward that, even if uncomfortable at first, can lead to the best bold move forward that, even if uncomfortable at first, can lead to the best 
possible outcomes for your life.possible outcomes for your life.

God, my prayer today is…

What might courage look like for you today?

2 3

Day 2Day 2
  

I cried out to the Lord; yes, I prayed to my God for help.I cried out to the Lord; yes, I prayed to my God for help.
He heard me from His sanctuary.He heard me from His sanctuary.

P S A L M  1 8 : 6  N LTP S A L M  1 8 : 6  N LT

The gap between our lips and God’s ears is the shortest distance  and God’s ears is the shortest distance 
in all of creation. And not only does God hear us, but 1 John 5:14–15 in all of creation. And not only does God hear us, but 1 John 5:14–15 

reminds us that when we ask according to His will, we have what we’ve asked reminds us that when we ask according to His will, we have what we’ve asked 
for. “God, I want to make a decision in this situation that honors You.” for. “God, I want to make a decision in this situation that honors You.” 
 His will. “Father, comfort my friend as she deals with this horrible  His will. “Father, comfort my friend as she deals with this horrible 
diagnosis.” His will. We cry out, God hears, and He sees to it. We may not diagnosis.” His will. We cry out, God hears, and He sees to it. We may not 
always be there, available and able to be physically present where there is always be there, available and able to be physically present where there is 
a need. But we can place our needs in His hands. Through the peace and a need. But we can place our needs in His hands. Through the peace and 
comfort of the Holy Spirit, our prayer is more effective than any earthly thing comfort of the Holy Spirit, our prayer is more effective than any earthly thing 
we can do.we can do.
 Prayer is not a last resort. It’s a first line of defense for anything you  Prayer is not a last resort. It’s a first line of defense for anything you 
might go through. Perhaps this is a reason we sometimes wake up in the might go through. Perhaps this is a reason we sometimes wake up in the 
middle of the night for no apparent reason. It’s an opportunity for God to middle of the night for no apparent reason. It’s an opportunity for God to 
have you all to Himself, inviting you into the very important habit of praying have you all to Himself, inviting you into the very important habit of praying 
at all times. There’s not much else to do at two in the morning, after all! Quiet at all times. There’s not much else to do at two in the morning, after all! Quiet 
your heart, ask the Lord why you’re awake, and then pray about whatever your heart, ask the Lord why you’re awake, and then pray about whatever 
comes to mind. There’s literally no better investment you could make. And comes to mind. There’s literally no better investment you could make. And 
in the morning, thank God for being with you night and day.in the morning, thank God for being with you night and day.

What do you think it means to pray  
without ceasing (I Thessalonians 5:17)?

God, my prayer today is…

4 5

SEVEN-MINUTE MORNING JOURNAL
INSPIRATION FOR YOUR QUIET TIME WITH GOD

An Interactive Journal 

Start your morning knowing you are loved with a few simple 
moments of inspiration, guided reflection, and prayer that 
takes only seven minutes a day.

This journal offers guided morning devotions, including a 
coordinated prompt and a place to record your prayers each 
day. Seven minutes is all it takes to have meaningful quiet 
time with God—without a stack of reference books and 
endless hours of uninterrupted time. Encouraging devotions 
and coordinating prompts help you focus and start your day 
strong, with a few simple moments of inspiration and prayer.

   J8276  SEVEN-MINUTE 
MORNING JOURNAL 
• 144 pages 
• Linen 
• Hardcover 
• Four color interior 
• 9’’ x 6’’ 

 $8.50 WHSL

SHIPS  7/2022
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   Minimum of 2
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MY FAMILY RECIPE JOURNAL
Interactive Journal 
by Aarti Sequeira 

Preserve your most-loved family recipes and meal-time memories in this special journal 
created by Food Network personality and chef Aarti Sequeira! 

Your aunt’s famous sweet potato casserole… your grandma’s get-one-before-they’re-
gone cinnamon rolls... the chicken noodle soup your mother always made when you 
were sick... All of your treasured family recipes deserve to be catalogued together 
where they can be frequently cooked and cherished — and passed down to the next 
generation! Developed by cookbook author, chef, and Food Network personality Aarti 
Sequeira, My Family Recipe Journal: With Prayers and Scriptures is the perfect place to 
save heirloom recipes, jot down meal-time memories, and even add notes for freshening 
up old favorites. You’ll also be inspired by the heartwarming prayers of blessing at the 
beginning of each section and the selected Scriptures that adorn each recipe page.

This thoughtfully crafted journal will remind you of the delightful tastes, joyful sounds, 
and fragrant smells of your time in the kitchen or around the table with loved ones. With 
room for everything from your great-grandpa’s chocolate pie to your own signature stew, 
My Family Recipe Journal: With Prayers and Scriptures will capture your family’s most-
loved recipes and remind you of God’s bountiful blessings. It’s a must-have addition to 
your kitchen and makes an excellent gift for all the fellow cooks and foodies in your life!

Aarti Sequeira is a television personality, chef, cookbook author, 
news and documentary producer, third-culture kid, and chaser of the 
polyglot palate. She’s fascinated by the fact that Jesus knew how to 

cook and spends way too long 
imagining what’s going to be 
on the table at the heavenly 
feast. She’s married to her 
college sweetheart, Brendan, 
and has two daughters.

SHIPS  NOW

   J8764  MY FAMILY RECIPE JOURNAL 
by Aarti Sequeira 
• 6’’ x 8’’, 192 pages 
• Linen, Foil 
• ISBN: 9781648708077 

 $15.00 WHSL
   Minimum of 2
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ABOVE ALL  
DAYSPRING JOURNALS
$10.00 WHSL

93/4" x 71/2"

192 pages

Leather like material

Rounded corners

Gold foil

Layflat

Non-repeating Scriptures and 
quotes

Premium non-bleed paper

Minimum of 2

Knowing that God has an amazing journey ahead for each one 
of us, the Above All DaySpring Journal offers space to dream big 
and remember the journey, or keep track of a busy life. Created in 
celebration of DaySpring’s 50th anniversary, the lined pages feature 
scriptures and inspirational quotes from DaySpring founders and 
longtime friends. Whether the goal is keeping track of prayer 
requests, capturing insights from Bible study, or jotting down the 
latest task list at work, users of this journal will appreciate the 
encouragement from men and women who dared to dream big 
and follow God above all—men and women who found themselves 
operating the largest Christian greeting card company in the world, 
now known as DaySpring.

A   J3116 ABOVE ALL DAYSPRING JOURNAL: GRAY 
• ISBN: 9781644548530 

B   J7073 ABOVE ALL DAYSPRING JOURNAL: NAVY 
• ISBN: 9781648703157 

A

B

JOURNALS : PORTFOLIOS
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A   J7074 EXECUTIVE 
PORTFOLIO - NAVY 
• ISBN: 9781648703164 

 

B   J3117 EXECUTIVE PORT-
FOLIO - GRAY 
• ISBN: 9781644548547 

 

EXECUTIVE PORTFOLIO
$15.00 WHSL

Leather-Like material

Flexcase Cover

Rounded Corners

Gold Foil

Holds 7.5'' x 9.75'' Note Pad 
(Not Included)

Inside Pocket

8'' x 10.5''

Four color interior

Non-repeating Scriptures and quotes

Minimum of 2

Pair the Executive Portfolios with 
the “Above All” Journals for a 
perfect fit. Created in celebration 
of DaySpring’s 50th anniversary, 
the lined pages feature scriptures 
and inspirational quotes from 
DaySpring founders and longtime 
friends. Whether the goal is keeping 
track of prayer requests, capturing 
insights from Bible study, or jotting 
down the latest task list at work, 
users of this journal will appreciate 
the encouragement from men and 
women who dared to dream big 
and follow God above all—men 
and women who found themselves 
operating the largest Christian 
greeting card company in the world, 
now known as DaySpring.

Portfolio does not include journal.

SHIPS  NOW
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ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE
INTERACTIVE INSPIRATIONAL JOURNAL

You’ve got this. You’ve totally got this. You’re amazing, 
and with God’s help you can accomplish anything.

The Scripture and easy-to-follow prompts in All 
Things Are Possible: Inspirational Interactive Journal walk 
you through the process of discovering your potential 
and the specific ways God designed you to share His 
love with the world. Each entry brings you a different 
Scripture to think through, and by the end of it, you’ll 
have processed more than 100 verses through the 
lens of gratitude, wellness, reflection, prayer, and 
kindness. Together on this journey, God and you can 
accomplish more than you could ever imagine. God 
accomplishes mighty acts with a little bit of faith and 
one tiny step at a time. Explore the possibility within 
the pages of this clever journal and be amazed at the 
places God takes you.

   J7486  ALL THINGS ARE 
POSSIBLE: INSPIRATIONAL 
INTERACTIVE JOURNAL 
• 8" x 10" 
• 208 pages 
• Spiral 
• Casebound 
• Soft touch 
• Silver foil 
• Four color interior 
• ISBN: 9781648704260 

 $10.00 WHSL
   Minimum of 3

SHIPS :  3/2022

JOURNALS
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THIS IS MY HAPPY PLACE
A POSITIVITY JOURNAL 
TO FINDING GOD’S LIGHT
Hope Reagan Harris (Bentonville, AR)

Do you need a new perspective on 
life? It’s so easy to get caught up 
in the humdrum of everyday life, 
but never fear. Hope Reagan Harris 
solves that conundrum for you.

In This Is My Happy Place: A Positivi-
ty Journal to Finding God’s Light, Har-
ris brings encouraging messages, 
includes fun interactive activities, 
and asks compelling, thought-provoking questions that lead you to a 
deeper understanding of yourself and God’s purpose for your life. You’ll 
be challenged to choose a positive perspective in which, with God’s help, 
all things are possible. Write your heart out, explore your God-given po-
tential, and find your happy place in the pages of this truly unique pos-
itivity journal.

Hope Reagan Harris graduated from Pepperdine University with a 
degree in Public Relations and immediately entered the corporate 
world. She began traveling for business, visiting India, China, Canada, 
and many other countries. Hope loved working and she loved to travel, 
but she found that the fast-paced life left her craving a community. So, 
she created a virtual community that quickly grew from one person 
(her) to thousands of people who now check in on a regular basis to 
be inspired and encouraged by Hope’s uplifting messages. Hope is 
very passionate about using her virtual community and platform to 
spread God’s Word and ensure each unique person knows that they 
are beautifully and wonderfully made.

   J7484  THIS IS MY HAPPY PLACE: 
A POSITIVITY JOURNAL TO 
FINDING GOD’S LIGHT 
• 6" x 8" 
• 192 pages 
• Soft touch 
• Flexcase cover 
• Spot UV 
• Rounded corners 
• Gold foil 
• Four color interior 
• ISBN: 9781648704246 

 $8.50 WHSL
   Minimum of 3

SHIPS :  3/2022
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IT'S OKAY TO NOT BE OKAY
AN INTERACTIVE JOURNAL 
TO HELP YOU NAVIGATE THE HARD DAYS

We’ve all had difficult days when 
we just didn’t feel like ourselves. 
What if on those days we had 
an action plan, a tool to turn to, 
to help us unweave our tangled 
thoughts and discover the truth 
of God’s love for us? It’s Okay to 
Not Be Okay: An Interactive Journal 
to Help You Navigate the Hard 
Days brings you creative ways to 
reduce stress, clear your mind, 
and embrace a sense of hope for the future. Each fully illustrated 
page includes different, thought-provoking prompts such as listing 
your favorite places to take a nap, throwing yourself a dance party, 
and recording your thoughts while taking a nature hike.

By taking time to scribble out your thoughts in this journal, you are 
allowing yourself to step into the quiet place that exists between you 
and God. You are granting yourself the opportunity to hear and be 
heard by our Lord, who Himself felt discouragement and sadness and 
who leads us by example so we know it truly is okay not to be okay.

   J7485  IT’S OKAY TO NOT BE 
OKAY: AN INTERACTIVE JOURNAL 
TO HELP YOU NAVIGATE THE 
HARD DAYS 
• 6" x 8" 
• 192 pages 
• Soft touch 
• Flexcase cover 
• Spot UV 
• Rounded corners 
• Four color interior 
• ISBN: 9781648704253 

 $8.50 WHSL
   Minimum of 3

SHIPS :  3/2022
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Join actress and bestselling  
author Candace Cameron Bure 
on a wellness journey for physical, 
mental, and spiritual health.

HEALTHY IN THE HUSTLE
AN INSPIRATIONAL WELLNESS JOURNAL

Guided Journal 
by Candace Cameron Bure (Los Angeles, CA) 

Actress and bestselling author Candace Cameron Bure cheers readers 
on their wellness journey with personal stories, health tips, and daily 
scriptures and inspirations. Not only that, her Healthy in the Hustle journal 
assists women of all ages and exercise levels in achieving their goals by 
focusing on one new habit a week, logging their progress every morning 
and night, and ending each week with a fun, fill-in-the-blanks review. At 
the end of this 10-week wellness journey, users are sure to feel stronger not 
just physically but mentally and spiritually.

Candace Cameron Bure is an actress, producer, and New York Times 
bestselling author. Beloved by millions worldwide for her roles as D.J. Tanner 
in the iconic family sitcoms Full House and Fuller House, in Hallmark 
Channel movies, as former cohost of The View, and as a Dancing with the 
Stars season 18 finalist, Candace is both outspoken and passionate about 
her family and faith. She and her husband, Val, have been married for 25 
years. They have three grown children and live with their much-loved dog, 
Boris, in the L.A. area.

   J6791  HEALTHY IN THE HUSTLE  
by Candace Cameron Bure  
(Los Angeles, CA) 
• 8" x 6" 
• 192 pages 
• Flexcase cover 
• Rounded corners 
• Gold foil 
• Spot UV 
• Soft touch 
• Four color interior 
• ISBN: 9781648702938 

 $8.50 WHSL
   Minimum of 2

JOURNALS



Your childhood wordsearch 
book all grown up

   J4972  THE WORDSEARCH 
BOOK: BECOMING 
by Margot + Co. (Lancaster, PA) 
• 9" x 6" 
• 144 pages 
• Casebound 
• Cloth cover 
• ISBN: 9781644549919 

 $8.50 WHSL
   Minimum of 2

THE WORDSEARCH BOOK
BECOMING

Creative Journal 
by Margot + Co. (Lancaster, PA) 

It’s not easy to slow down and embrace the process of 
becoming who God has designed you to be. And figuring out 
who you really want to become isn’t something that just 
happens; it means growing intentionally and on purpose. 
Becoming more like Jesus involves trusting the process, being 
faithfully focused, paying attention to the direction of your 
growth, and anticipating the future God has for you.

This word search book is full of quotes, Scriptures, devotions, 
and journaling prompts to inspire you to dive into all God 
has for you. You’ll enjoy finding encouraging quotes in the 
word search as you learn how to focus less on what you’re 
producing and more on who you’re becoming. You’ll also 
discover what hinders and supports your ability to grow and 
how to partner with God to realize your hopes and dreams.

Margot Groner is a tea sipper, plant 
collector, toddler momma, wife, and 
small-town, wide open-space kinda 
girl. She’s a graphic designer turned 
Wordsearch Book maker who created her 
very own company, Margot + Co. She lives 
in Pennsylvania with her husband and 
toddler, Auden. When she’s not creating 
inspirational wordsearches, you’ll find 
her taking long walks with her family, 
reading books on rhythms and rest, and 
getting watercolors all over the kitchen table. She says, “life 
is full and sweet.”
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A

A   J3108 PLANS 
• 8" x 6" 
• 144 pages 
• Leather flexcover 
• Gold foil 
• Elastic band 
• Layflat 
• ISBN: 9781644548455 

 $7.50 WHSL
   Minimum of 3

PLANS
Leather Journal 

A simple yet elegant notebook featuring a quote from 
DaySpring founder, Roy Lessin.

The gray leather textured journal has “Plans” in gold foil 
on the cover.

Quote reads:

He calls you by name.
You are His beloved child…
the apple of His eye…
the delight of His heart.
Today you are in the exact place He wants you to be,
and tomorrow He will be with you as He has always been—
in goodness, in kindness, in faithfulness.

—Roy Lessin.

Filled with encouraging Scriptures, quotes, 
and messages of God’s love, hope, and peace, 
DaySpring journals provide a welcoming space 
to write and reflect on your day-to-day walk 
with God.

What makes our journals unique? 

• No Bleed Paper—giving you a stress-free 
place to gather your thoughts.

• Lay-Flat Binding—perfect for quiet time to 
gather your thoughts, pray, or dream.

• Unique content that does not repeat—
plenty of space for you to pray and dream 
with gentle prompts or Scriptures that are 
unique on every page.
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A   J6792 IDEAS 
• ISBN: 9781648702945 

 

B   J6793 POSSIBILITIES 
• ISBN: 9781648702952 

 

THE COMFORT PROMISES™
SPIRALBOUND JOURNALS
$10.00 WHSL

10" x 8"

208 pages

Gold spiral binding

Gold corner brackets

Hardcover

Gold foil

Layflat

Four color interior

Non-repeating Scriptures and quotes

Premium non-bleed paper

Minimum of 2

C   J6794 GOALS 
• ISBN: 9781648702969 

 

Inspirational, spiral-bound 
journals featuring The Comfort 
Promises by DaySpring™.

These three separate journals 
give men and women a safe 
place to take notes, write 
down their to-do lists, or 
pour out their heart. Lonely? 
Afraid? Anxious? With the 
quick-reference guide located 
at the back of each journal, 
users will be able to find 
Scriptures that meet them 
right where they are. 

These journals also feature 
The Comfort Promises by 
DaySpring™. During 50 years 
of service to the Christian 
community, DaySpring 
has found that these 100 
Scriptures give comfort time 
and time again. They are 
the best-loved, most-quoted 
passages from the Bible—
the ones every generation 
turns to for joy, strength, and 
understanding.

A

B

C
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A   J3105 NOTES 
• ISBN: 9781644548424 

 

B   J3106 THOUGHTS 
• ISBN: 9781644548431 

 

THE COMFORT PROMISES™
SPIRALBOUND JOURNALS
$7.50 WHSL

8" x 6"

208 pages

Gold spiral binding

Gold corner brackets

Hardcover

Gold foil

Layflat

Four color interior

Non-repeating Scriptures and quotes

Premium non-bleed paper

Minimum of 3

C   J3107 DREAMS 
• ISBN: 9781644548448 

 

A new line of inspirational journals 
in a spiral format featuring The 
Comfort Promises™ by DaySpring.

In these beautiful journals, you’ll 
find an inviting place to write down 
your notes, thoughts, dreams, or 
maybe even your to-do list. The 
lined pages give you the freedom 
and space needed to write your 
heart out as you reflect on Scripture 
verses printed on each spread. 
And as an added bonus, see the 
last 8 pages for a quick reference 
guide, which categorizes Scriptures 
by topic or circumstances—the 
Scriptures to read when you’re 
afraid, when you need comfort, 
when you need hope, etc. Also in 
the back, you’ll receive a list of The 
Comfort Promises™ by DaySpring. 
After 50 years of serving the 
Christian community, DaySpring 
has found the best-loved, most-
quoted Scriptures—the ones we all 
turn to again and again for comfort, 
joy, strength, and understanding. 
It is our hope these comfort 
promises will help you throughout 
each day and every need of your 
journey. And you’ll experience God 
in an authentic, life-altering way, 
knowing with full confidence that 
you are loved and cared for with 
the greatest capacity ever known  
to mankind.

A
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C
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G   80423 PEANUTS®  
MY HAPPY JOURNAL 
• 71/2” x 51/2" 
• 160 pages 
• Flexcase 
• Premium non-bleed paper 
• Ribbon bookmark 
• Four color interior 
• Lined pages 
• Cannot ship outside North  
   America 
• ISBN: 9781608178070 

 $4.00 WHSL
   Minimum of 3

F   J1586 PSALMS 
• 71/2" x 51/2" 
• 120 pages 
• Flexcase 
• Spot UV 
• Premium non-bleed paper 
• Ribbon bookmark 
• Four color interior 
• List of Scriptures by topic 
• ISBN: 9781644544358 

 $5.00 WHSL
   Minimum of 3

D   93197 BLACK LEATHER -  
JUST THINK 
• 8" x 6" 
• 144 pages 
• Leather flexcover 
• Deboss 
• Elastic band 
• Layflat 
• ISBN: 9781644543115 

 $7.50 WHSL
   Minimum of 3

B   J2414 LETTERING PRAYER 
JOURNAL 
by Krystal Whitten  
(Land O Lakes, FL) 
• 9" x 7½" 
• 250 pages 
• Spiral 
• Hardcover 
• Gold foil 
• Soft touch 
• Four color interior 
• ISBN: 9781644548059 

 $15.00 WHSL
   Minimum of 3

A   J2415 DEEP WATERS  
by Audrey Bailey (Centerton, AR) 
• 8" x 6" 
• 192 pages 
• Casebound 
• Gold foil, spot UV, and deboss 
• Soft touch 
• Layflat 
• Four color interior 
• ISBN: 9781644548066 

 $7.50 WHSL
   Minimum of 3

C   J2416 A QUESTION A DAY 
• 7½" x 5½" 
• 368 pages 
• Flexcase cover 
• Gold foil 
• Round corners 
• Layflat 
• Soft touch 
ISBN: 9781644548073 

 $7.50 WHSL
   Minimum of 3

E   J2417 TAKE HEART JOURNAL 
by (in)courage 
• 8” x 6” 
• 192 pages 
• Flexcase cover 
• Gold foil 
• Soft touch 
• Ribbon bookmark 
• Non-repeating Scriptures  
  and quotes 
• Four color interior 
• Layflat 
• ISBN: 9781644548080 

 $7.50 WHSL
   Minimum of 2

HARDCOVER 
SIGNATURE
$7.50 WHSL

8" x 6"

192 pages

Casebound

Soft touch

Ribbon bookmark

Four color interior

Non-repeating Scriptures 
and quotes

Premium non-bleed paper

Minimum of 2

D   94311 DREAM 
YOUR HEART OUT 
by Katy Fults 
(Bakersfield, CA) 
• Spot UV and deboss 
• ISBN: 9781644542934 

A   J2032 BE 
COURAGEOUS 
by Holley Gerth 
(Bentonville, AR) 
• Gold foil 
• ISBN: 9781644546345 

 

C   J2029 LORD, 
I NEED YOU 
by Sandy Lynam Clough  
(Marietta, Georgia) 
• Gold foil 
• ISBN: 9781644546314 

 

B   93058 LIFE IS MESSY,  
GOD IS GOOD 
• Spot UV and deboss 
• ISBN: 9781644543092 
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J   91629 PROMISES AND BLESSINGS 
FROM GOD'S HEART TO YOURS 
•8" x 61/2" 
• 368 pages 
• Flexcase 
• Soft touch 
• Spot UV 
• Ribbon bookmark 
• Four color interior 
• 365 devotions with space to 
reflect 
• Layflat 
• ISBN: 9781684086818 

 $8.50 WHSL
   Minimum of 2

I   J1588 A PRAYER A DAY 365 
• 8" x 61/2" 
• 368 pages 
• Flexcase 
• Soft touch 
• Spot UV and emboss 
• Ribbon bookmark 
• Four color interior 
• 365 devotions with space  
   to reflect 
• Layflat 
• ISBN: 9781644544372 

 $8.50 WHSL
   Minimum of 2

G   J1481 PROMISES FROM GOD'S 
HEART 
• 71/2” x 51/2" 
• 120 pages 
• Flexcase 
• Spot UV 
• Premium non-bleed paper 
• Ribbon bookmark 
• Four color interior 
• List of Scriptures by topic 
• ISBN: 9781644544310 

 $5.00 WHSL
   Minimum of 3

H   94332 BE STILL AND KNOW 
• 71/2" x 51/2" 
• 120 pages 
• Flexcase 
• Copper foil 
• Premium non-bleed paper 
• Ribbon bookmark 
• Four color interior 
• 56 Devotions 
• ISBN: 9781644542972 

 $5.00 WHSL
   Minimum of 3

A  94312 FOR I KNOW THE PLANS 
by Studio 71 
• 8” x 6” 
• 192 pages 
• Flexcase cover 
• Gold foil 
• Soft touch 
• Ribbon bookmark 
• Non-repeating Scriptures  
  and quotes 
• Four color interior 
• Layflat 
• ISBN: 9781644542958 

 $7.50 WHSL
   Minimum of 2

B   J1589 AMAZING GRACE 
• 8” x 6” 
• 192 pages 
• Flexcase cover 
• Gold foil and emboss 
• Soft touch 
• Ribbon bookmark 
• Non-repeating Scriptures  
  and quotes 
• Four color interior 
• Layflat 
• ISBN: 9781644544389 

 $7.50 WHSL
   Minimum of 2

C   93065 GOOD MORNING GOD 
PRAYER JOURNAL 
• 8” x 6” 
• 192 pages 
• Flexcase cover 
• Gold foil 
• Soft touch 
• Ribbon bookmark 
• Non-repeating Scriptures  
  and quotes 
• Four color interior 
• Layflat 
• ISBN: 9781644543108 

 $7.50 WHSL
   Minimum of 2

D   94331 THE DEVOTIONAL  
DOODLE JOURNAL 
• 8” x 61/2” 
• 208 pages 
• Flexcase cover 
• Spot UV and emboss 
• Soft touch 
• Ribbon bookmark 
• Four color interior 
• Layflat 
• ISBN: 9781644542965 

 $7.50 WHSL
   Minimum of 2

E   J2031 THE DEVOTIONAL  
DOODLE JOURNAL FOR KIDS 
• 8” x 61/2” 
• 208 pages 
• Flexcase cover 
• Spot UV and emboss 
• Soft touch 
• Ribbon bookmark 
• Four color interior 
• Layflat 
• ISBN: 9781644546338 

 $7.50 WHSL
   Minimum of 2

F   J2030 SEALED WITH LOVE: 
MOM/DAUGHTER 
By Shanna Noel (Olympia, WA) 
• 8" x 6½" 
• 192 Pages 
• Casebound 
• Spot UV and deboss 
• Soft Touch 
• Ribbon bookmark 
• Layflat 
• Four color interior 
• ISBN: 9781644546321 

 $7.50 WHSL
   Minimum of 2
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103566 CLEAR ACRYLIC COUNTER SPINNER TIER
• Tier 1 = 1
• 6½" x 11¼" x 11¼" 
• Base holds up to 5 tiers
• Each tier holds 3 units of 4 designs

 $44.00 EACH

115090 BRIGHTSPOT™ HEADER
• 1 required

 $5.75 EACH

103567 ACRYLIC SPINNER DISPLAY BASE
• Base 1 = 1 

 $16.00 EACH

BRIGHTSPOT™  
COUNTER DISPLAY

Shown with 3 tiers

4-SIDED SPINNER FULL KIT 
$857.41 COST ($1905.36 SRP)
3 each of 52 DayBrighteners® (Full Spinner) 
and 4 Gift Books 
Reorder labels. Label holder. 

SPRING 2022 NEW PRODUCT KIT 
$62.05 COST ($137.88 SRP)
3 each of J7094, J7095, J7096, J7097 
Product only. 

NEW SHIPS: 2/2022

SPRING 2022 SYSTEM UPDATE KIT 
$108.81 COST ($241.80 SRP)
3 each of DayBrighteners J7094, J7095, J7096, 
J7097. 2 each of Gift Books J6788, J4969, 
J4966, J2438. Reorder labels included. 

NEW SHIPS: 2/2022 NEW SHIPS: 2/2022

DAYBRIGHTENERS® : MERCHANDISING AND KITS
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DayBrighteners®
Exterior 
Side

Interior 
Side

80295 8029977912 10174 J1392 7135149911 71349

75621 J5015J1391 23460 71350 J491075618 J1393

J6788 J2438J4969 J4966 51199 2260070940 16760

J7096 7566849906J3546 16766 4850416755 88446

J4909 1017675669 79768 83297 34832J1394 J3545

20210 26083J3547 J7095 23456 10179J7097 J4911

10178 J147590855 J0523 77872 90857J7094 90856

SPINNER KIT* 
$468.00 COST 
Includes spinner, header, internal and 
external wires. 

 
SHIPS: NOW

114413 DISPLAY TOWER ONLY 
Spinner height with header is 
75" with a spinning radius of 27". 
Constructed of laminated wood, 
powdercoated shelves, smoked 
acrylic side panels. 

 $300.00 EACH

107039 EXTERNAL WIRE SHELVES 
1 = 1 side (7 shelves) 

 $43.00 EACH

 107038 INTERNAL WIRE SHELVES 
1 = 1 side (7 shelves) 

 $41.00 EACH

114414 GENERIC HEADER 
For each Inspirational Spinner 
you will need the following: 
Generic Header. 

 $11.00 EACH

EA1

EA2

Label Holder - 2 sided & 4 sided

Generic Label Holders

Shelf Strip Holder

(PLASTIC)

Label Set — 2 or 4 Sided Spinner

EA1

EA2

Label Holder - 2 sided & 4 sided

Generic Label Holders

Shelf Strip Holder

(PLASTIC)

Label Set — 2 or 4 Sided Spinner

Label sets ship with product 
when kits are ordered.

DayBrighteners® Inside Example
(J3547 shown)

112123 SPINNER SHELF  
STRIP HOLDER 
1 per every side. 1 = 7 holders. 

 $4.75 EACH

115027 LABEL HOLDER 4 SIDED 
SPINNER (DAYBRIGHTENERS®) 
1 = 28 holders. 

 $19.00 EACH

LABELING PROGRAM
A black plastic shelf strip holder 
snugly fits the lip of the In-Line shelf. 

Slide in black paper label holders, 
with printed logo and grid positions, 
secure reorder labels to make 
organizing and reordering easy.

*A 3-year signed merchandising agreement must accompany order to receive free spinner.

M E R C H A N D I S I N G  A N D  G R I D  F O R  P L AC E M E N T 
O F  P R O D U C T S  O N  I N S P I R AT I O N A L  S P I N N E R

Inspirational spinner is designed to display core products: DayBrighteners®, Journals, Stationery,  
Everyday Boxed Cards, and Books. Spinner holds 4 sides of product. Images of displays are for reference only. 
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DAYBRIGHTENERS®

5½" x 5¼" x 1¼" 

366 Inspirational messages 

Spiral binding

Padded front cover

Easel stand

Minimum of 3

What happens when we give away love like we’re 
made of it? Join Bob Goff as he shares nuggets 
of wisdom on living without fear, constraint, or 
worry. The path toward the liberated existence 
we all long for is found in a truth as simple to say 
as it is hard to do: Love people, even the difficult 
ones, without distractions and without limits. 
Turn the 366 pages here—really live them—and 
you’ll never be the same.

You were made to know the love that is in God’s heart 
for you. Jesus has manifested it to you. The Holy Spirit 
whispers it to you. The Bible reveals it to you. What an 
awesome privilege you have been given to know His 
love and make it known to others in your generation. As 
you read the Scripture or encouraging thought on each 
day of this DayBrightener, may the God of hope fill you 
with all joy and peace in believing, abounding in hope 
by the power of the Holy Spirit (Romans 15:13).

When God says, “Yes,” there is not a devil in 
hell that can say, “No.” Defy the status quo. 
Defy tradition. And defy gravity. Do what seems 
impossible, unthinkable, and untimely. Christ 
defied all the odds, and so should you! The 
best is within you, and superpowers are indeed 
waiting to manifest through you. You are a 
miracle in motion ready to start a movement. 
May you dare to believe bigger in you too.

What if you could make a new start by 
revisiting truths from old-time hymns? Blessed 
Assurance shares wisdom and well-known 
lyrics from some of the most beloved hymns 
to guide you as you make a fresh start. Even 
though transitions can be tough and change 
is inevitable in life, you can find your way by 
trusting in the One who never changes.

A   J7094 EVERYBODY ALWAYS 
by Bob Goff 

 $6.00 WHSL

C   J7096 HOPE & ENCOURAGEMENT 

 $5.50 WHSL

B   J7095 BELIEVING BIGGER 
by Marshawn Evans Daniels 

 $6.00 WHSL

D   J7097 BLESSED ASSURANCE 

 $5.50 WHSL

SHIPS :  2/2022
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DAYBRIGHTENERS®

5½" x 5¼" x 1¼" 

366 Inspirational messages 

Spiral binding

Padded front cover

Easel stand

Minimum of 3

Imagine if a word like joy or worship or release seeped into 
your life for seven days straight? If you quit worrying about 
where you fall short and aspired instead to one good change 
per week? With 366 biblical, mind-renewing thoughts and 
Scriptures, Cleere Cherry Reaves challenges you to exactly this 
type of transformation—a challenge she accepted herself not 
so long ago. You don’t have to lose another day to distraction! 
Focus can thoughtfully attune your life, your work, your 
errands and conversations toward the people you love and 
toward the One who calls you deeper.

God’s Word is full of promises and blessings with 
unsurpassed power and beauty. Messages of comfort, 
hope and encouragement from the King James 
translation of the Bible will bless you and remind you of 
God’s presence throughout each day.

The Simplified Cowboy Version is not a Bible. It was never 
intended to be a Bible, nor should it be thought of as 
such. The SCV is a Bible paraphrase intended to merely 
catch a glimpse of the Bible’s deep wisdom, and most 
importantly, to see Jesus Christ, through the eyes of a 
working ranch cowboy. Kevin Weatherby’s hope is that 
the words in this 366 day calendar will lead you deep into 
the real word of God.

A   J5015 FOCUS DB 
by Cleere Cherry Reaves 

 WHSL $6.00

B   J4910 PROMISES &  
BLESSINGS KJV DB 
KJV SCRIPTURE TEXT 

 $5.50 WHSL

C   J4911 COWBOY BIBLE 
VERSES DB 
SCV SCRIPTURE TEXT 

 WHSL $6.00
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Sadie Robertson believes that 
although she could try to fit into 
“the world,” fitting in is not the most 
important thing. What’s important to 
Sadie is living the way God says to live.

God tells us how to live because He 
wants us to have good, happy lives. 
If you are a teenager, a young adult, 
or someone simply looking to make 
the choices that will lead you to your 
best, original, God-designed life, then 
this DayBrightener®—packed with 366 
pages of wisdom and Scripture—may 
just be for you!

In How Happiness Happens, trusted 
pastor and best-selling author Max 
Lucado unpacks a proven happiness 
plan, based upon ten key principles 
found in the Bible—the “one another” 
statements. These others-oriented 
directives, such as love one another, 
serve one another, and forgive one 
another, embody what the Bible 
teaches and research affirms: doing 
good does good for the doer. This 
366-day devotional DayBrightener® 
will walk you through a year of 
learning and applying Max’s insights 
in your daily life.

I am the bread of life: he that 
cometh to Me shall never hunger. 
JOHN 6:35 KJV

For every one that asketh receiveth; 
and he that seeketh findeth; and 
to him that knocketh it shall be 
opened. MATTHEW 7:8 KJV

This new DayBrightener® is based on 
the classic Daily Bread Promise Box, 
which has been a source of hope and 
encouragement for over 50 years. 
Enjoy these 366 KJV promises from 
the Word of God.

DaySpring® is pleased to present 
a LARGE PRINT version of our 
bestselling Jesus Calling®, a 
DayBrightener by Sarah Young. In 
these powerful pages are the words 
and Scriptures of reassurance, 
comfort, and hope that Jesus 
lovingly laid on her heart. Each day 
is written as if Jesus Himself were 
speaking to you. Because He is. Do 
you hear Him calling?

DAYBRIGHTENERS®

5½" x 4¼" x 1¼" 

366 Inspirational messages 

Spiral binding

Padded front cover

Easel stand

Minimum of 3

B   J3547 SADIE ROBERTSON 
LIVE ORIGINAL 
• Cannot ship outside North America  

 $6.00 WHSL

C   J3546 MAX LUCADO 
HOW HAPPINESS HAPPENS  

 $6.00 WHSL

D   J1475 BREAD OF LIFE 

 $5.50 WHSL

A   J4909 JESUS CALLING 
LARGE PRINT 

 $6.00 WHSL
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F    26083 YOU'LL GET THROUGH 
THIS by Max Lucado 
 

 WHSL $6.00

A   75621 JESUS CALLING  
by Sarah Young

  WHSL $6.00

B   51199 JESUS TODAY  
by Sarah Young

  WHSL $6.00

H   23460 THOMAS KINKADE™- 
PAINTER OF LIGHT™ 
All Scripture inside is KJV 
 

 WHSL $6.00
J   75668 PEANUTS® 

• Cannot ship outside North America  
 

 WHSL $6.00

I   88446 5 LOVE LANGUAGES 
by Gary Chapman® 
 

 WHSL $6.00

M   75669 WISDOM FOR EACH DAY 
by Billy Graham 
 

 WHSL $6.00

L   77872 GOD'S PROMISES DAY 
BY DAY 
 

 WHSL $6.00

D   20210 GOD'S GOT IT 
by Tony Evans 
 

 WHSL $6.00

K   J1392 BECAUSE OF JESUS 
by Roy Lessin  

 WHSL $6.00

E   10174 ANXIOUS FOR NOTHING 
by Max Lucado 
 

 WHSL $6.00

G   16755 GRACE FOR THE  
MOMENT by Max Lucado 
 

 WHSL $6.00

C   16760 GOD'S WAY  
DAY BY DAY 
by Charles F. Stanley 
 

 WHSL $6.00

N   10179 MY UTMOST FOR HIS 
HIGHEST by Oswald Chambers 
Edited by James Reimann 
 

 WHSL $6.00

O   70940 BECAUSE JESUS 
by Keion Jackson 
 

 WHSL $6.00

P   J1394 FEAR NOT 

 WHSL $5.50
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H   90855 SWEET TEA FOR  
THE SOUL 
 

 WHSL $5.50

A   90856 PROMISES FROM GOD  
by Holley Gerth 
 

 WHSL $6.00

G   90857 A MOMENT TO BREATHE 
 

 WHSL $5.50

F   49911 BLESSINGS FOR  
EVERY DAY by Susie Larson 
 

 WHSL $6.00

D   71351 POWER OF A PRAYING 
PARENT by Stormie Omartian 
 

 WHSL $6.00

C   79768 YOU'RE GOING TO 
BE OKAY by Holley Gerth  
 

 WHSL $6.00

B   80295 YOU'RE ALREADY 
AMAZING by Holley Gerth 
 

 WHSL $6.00

I   J1391 ONE MINUTE WITH GOD 

 WHSL $5.50

J   J1393 IT IS WELL 

 WHSL $5.50

E   10178 POWER OF A PRAYING 
WOMAN by Stormie Omartian 
 

 WHSL $6.00

K   J0523  A PRAYER A DAY 

 WHSL $5.50

L   J3545 INPOWERED WOMAN 

  $6.00 WHSL
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G   22600 SHE LIVES, SHE LOVES, 
SHE LAUGHS 
 

 WHSL $5.50

L   23456 PRAYERS AND  
BLESSINGS 
 

 WHSL $5.50

D    49906 KEEPING CALM IN A 
CRAZY-BUSY WORLD 
 

 WHSL $5.50

H   48504 TRUE FRIENDSHIP 
 

 WHSL $5.50

E   34832 PRAYERS AND  
BLESSINGS LARGE PRINT 
• Large print inside 
 

 WHSL $5.50

B   71349 THANK YOU FOR BEING 
A FRIEND 
 

 WHSL $5.50

A   10176 SHINE BRIGHT 
 

 WHSL $5.50

F   77912 MOMENTS FOR MOMS 
 

 WHSL $5.50

K   75618 WALK BY FAITH 
 

 WHSL $5.50

J   83297 FOR WOMEN,  
BY WOMEN 
 

 WHSL $5.50

C   71350 PROMISES FROM GOD'S 
WORD 
 

 WHSL $5.50

I   80299 GOD IN EVERY MOMENT 
by Bonnie Rickner Jensen 
 

 WHSL $5.50

M   16766 PROMISES AND  
BLESSINGS 
 

 WHSL $5.50
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